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The Leader of
the Pack Speaks!

Greetings
from Gracie
4th of July Safety
for Your Pets

Dear Reader,
It seems like every issue, I am saying, “I’m so excited about this issue” but I really
am! We have some thrilling news to share. We had always planned to have
another huge adoption event after WOOFstock and an opportunity came our
way. Handi-Dogs has been putting on Dogtoberfest for many years, but they
decided they could not do it this year. So, we got together and decided it would
be a perfect fit for The Tucson Dog to take it over. On Sunday, October 27th,
we will be holding The Tucson Dog’s 1st Annual Dogtoberfest & Adopt-a-thon,
Tucson.
We will be growing the event and expanding upon the great job Handi-Dogs
has been doing. We will be bringing in our radio partners, 96.1 KLPX radio
with host, Larry Mac and 94.9 MIXfm with host, Meredith. Dogtoberfest will
have a Fall theme along with a Halloween twist. There will be several contests,
prizes, demonstrations, clinics and of course, lots of lovable dogs for adoption!
We hope you will all join us with your friendly 4-legged friends for a great time!
More in this issue in our flyer on page 41.
On the cover, we would like to share a story about a wonderful rescue group in
town called, AZ Rottie & Pals. This group has been around for about 10 years
and really know what they’re doing when it comes to rescuing and rehoming
dogs. I got a chance to learn more about them at WOOFstock and we are
excited to be sharing their story with you. I’ve gotten to know Sue and her team,
and they are truly incredible!
Also in this edition, we are sharing some really important information with you
about a problem many Tucsonans and their dogs face this time of year. Snake
bites are very common and can be fatal so you will find out how to avoid them
and what to do if it happens to you. A special thank you to one of our regular
readers, Maria Wine, who shared her story with us from when her two dogs
were bit a year apart. Thanks to our fabulous writer, Bonnie Craig, who did a lot
of research on the subject and put together tons of valuable information.
Another timely story is about Noise Phobic Dogs which is also a problem this
time of year with fireworks and thunderstorms. Dogs can run away, be injured,
die or end up lost. We hope this story gives you some good ways to protect your
“best friends” from these situations.
We have a few new features to share with you this issue as well. First, From
the Directors Desk, features info from the heads of the shelters in Tucson giving
updates on what is going on at their shelters and what their needs are. Thanks
to Kristen Auerbach-Hassen from PACC who is our first contributor to the feature.
Volunteer Spotlight is another feature that showcases some extraordinary
volunteers who work in shelters and rescues and go above and beyond to help
the animals. Without these incredible people, many groups would have no way
to give quality care to animals in need. We thought it was time to recognize and
thank them for their great contributions.
Another new feature we are sharing with you this issue is Happy Endings. This
is where we hear about the great stories that happen when animals finally find
their forever homes! This issue, you will meet Sara who had been at The Animal
League of Green Valley for 3 years and found her forever home with Nick
Casdroph, a wonderful long-haul truck driver who adopted Sara and took her
on the road! This one really made me tear up! Such a beautiful story and very
happy ending! Thank you, TALGV & Nick, for sharing this heartwarming story!
And last, we have a fun new feature called, Antics with Andy. This is where you,
our readers, can submit your wild and crazy pictures of your four-legged friends
having fun!
Thanks so much for your continued readership and support! We would not be
here without you!
Love, Light & Laughter,

The Tucson Dog

This is a big topic this issue so I thought I would throw my 4 paws in!
While humans enjoy the booming sounds and flashing lights of fireworks, it
can be terrifying and overwhelming for us four-legged people. The American
Humane Association reports that the 5th of July is the busiest day of the year
for shelters. Why? In a 2005 press release, the Indiana Proactive Animal
Welfare Inc. stated that shelters were inundated with pets on the 5th of July
who were panicked at the noise of firecrackers and fled into the night winding
up lost, injured or even killed. Below are some tips to keep your beloved pets
safe over this holiday.
1.) Going to a Fireworks Display? Leave Your Pet at Home
The safest place for your pet is at home, not in a crowded, unfamiliar and
noisy place. The combination of too many people and loud fireworks will
make your beloved pet freak out and desperately seek shelter. Locking them
in the car in never an option either. Your pet can suffer brain damage and
heat stroke.
2.) Keep your pets indoors
Please don’t leave them outside on the 4th. Keep them indoors preferabley
with a radio or TV playing to hide the sounds of the noises. Even if your pet is
used to being outside, the resulting panic caused by fireworks may make them
break away and jump the fence in an attempt to find safety
3.) Have Your Pet Properly Identified
Make sure your pets have a collar with an ID tag on it with your phone number.
If he/she isn’t already microchipped that is another valuable life-saving tool
should your pet get out. is not micro-chipped, get them one. In Tucson, Pima
Animal Center is offering FREE microchips for your Pets before the 4th. That
is a great deal!
4.) Keep Alcoholic Beverages Away From Your Pet  
If your pet drinks alcohol, they can become dangerously intoxicated, go into a
coma, or in severe cases, die from respiratory failure. Yes, even beer is toxic,
fermented hops and ethanol are poisonous to dogs and cats.
5.) Citronella Insect Control Products Harm Pets, Too.
Oils, candles, insect coils and other citronella-based repellants are irritating
toxins to pets, according to the ASPCA. The result of inhalation can cause
severe respiratory illnesses such as pneumonia and ingestion can harm your
pet’s nervous system.
I hope these tips help you take good precautions to protect your pets so you
and they can have a safe and happy 4th of July holiday!
Peace, Love & Biscuits,

Ann
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Calendar of Events
JULY
Now thru July 3rd, 3-5pm
FREE Microchips!
Pima Animal Care Center
4000 N Silverbell Rd,
Tucson, Arizona 85745
Every day from June 16th through July
3rd, drive through and get your pet
microchipped just in time for the Fourth
of July! Fireworks are scary for pets, and
a microchip could mean the difference
between a ride home and a long stay at
the shelter.
Ride with the PACC
In the 2019 Tour de Tucson
The event is on
November 23rd 2019
PACC is looking for cyclists of all ages
and abilities to make a difference for
pets in the community. There will be two
practice rides per month and anyone can
take part in team practice rides regardless
of ability or registration. For more info,
email: Sara@FriendsofPACC.org
July 4th, 7:30-1-:30p
Patriots, Paws & Pages
HSSAZ Main Campus
Personnel can spend time Reading to dogs
in order to reduce the stress and fear dogs
experience during the fireworks.
Active and retired military
July 6, Jul 20 10a-2p
El-con PetSmart Dog Adoptions
3695 E. Broadway Blvd, Tucson, AZ
Meet wonderful animals from Pima
Animal Care Center
Week of July 8th – July 14th
Pets for Educators
HSSAZ Main Campus
Educators can add a new family member
over the summer with our week-long
educator appreciation week sponsored
adoptions at the Main Campus.
35 W. Roger Rd. Tucson, AZ 85705
More info: (520) 321-3704
Thursday, July 11th, 3p
Open House and Time Capsule
Community Celebration
HSSAZ Main Campus
Join HSSAZ for cupcakes by Cakes for
Causes. Join them to celebrate their 75th
Anniversary as they prepare a time
capsule filled of the last 75 years of their
history.
35 W. Roger Rd. Tucson, AZ 85705
More info: (520) 321-3704

Friday, July 12th, 11a-2p
Top of the Class Teacher Social
HSSAZ Main Campus
Teachers and educators are invited To
enjoy an afternoon mixer with HSSAZ?
Refreshments and giveaways are just
Part of the fun! More info and to RSVP,
visit:www.HSSAZ.org/75
35 W. Roger Rd. Tucson, AZ 85705
More info: (520) 321-3704
Saturday, July 13th, 5pm
Humane Society of So. AZ
Anniversary Banquet
Hilton El Conquistador Tucson
10000 North Oracle Rd., Tucson
Featured Speaker: Brandon McMillan
Host of Lucky Dog on CBS
Join HSSAZ in celebrating this
milestone by joining them at their 75TH
ANNIVERSARY BANQUET DINNER.
Tickets are $75.
More information at www.hssaz.org/75
Wed., July 17th
Woofdown Wednesday
Various Locations
Benefiting Humane Society of So. AZ
partnering with the yummiest restaurants,
eating establishments, and local
businesses for a single day of Woof Down
deliciousness. Dine out for breakfast,
lunch, or dinner (or all 3!) at one of their
participating restaurants and a portion
of your meal purchase will go towards
supporting the pets and programs of
HSSAZ. More information at www.hssaz.
org/75. Full list of restaurants and to
RSVP, visit: www,HSSAZ.org/75
Sunday, July 21, 9a-12p
No Kill Pima County
$10 Microchips and Free trainer Consult
for Pima County Pet Owners. Building
Bonds, 3755 E 34th St, #109
Dogs and cats, no limit and no
appointment necessary. Pets must be
on leash or in carriers. It is strongly
recommended puppies not go to public
places until full series of vaccinations
complete. Building Bonds Trainer/Owner
Kim Silver KPA-CTP, CPDT will provide
free 30 minute consults regarding your
pet’s behavior. First come first serve, six
30 minute consultation slots available.
Sunday, July 28th, 2p
Lassie Come Home
The Loft Cinema
HSSAZ will be screening a classic move
From the year 1944! Join us for the
original Lassie film! More info at:
www.HSSAZ.org/75

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

Ride with the PACC
In the 2019 Tour de Tucson
The event is on
November 23rd 2019
PACC is looking for cyclists of all ages
and abilities to make a difference for
pets in the community. There will be two
practice rides per month and anyone can
take part in team practice rides regardless
of ability or registration. For more info,
email: Sara@FriendsofPACC.org

Friday, Sept. 6th, 5-8p
Dog Days of Summer
Tucson Botanical Gardens
Evenings with Pet Communicator,
Medium & Author,
Ann Marie Hoff
Admission to the Gardens will be $3 per
dog for a daily pass or $20 for unlimited
access for the month of September. Each
dog membership comes with a custom
canine membership card. Café Botanica
will also be offering a special dog menu
Available during lunch and dinner for your
dog.

August 3rd, 1-4p
Bookman’s Northwest,
3733 W. Ina Rd.
NKPC’s savethesavable.com
initiative presents
cats from local rescue organizations who
are waiting in foster care to find their
forever homes. The cats originally came
from shelters or the community/homes
who couldn’t care for them. They will
touch your heart! All come vetted, fees
will vary based on rescue.
Saturday, August 17th,
5pm-11pm
Hssaz’s Woofstock
50th Anniversary Party
Celebrating 50 years of
Peace, Love & Pets
Kino Sports Complex North Stadium
2805 E. Ajo Way, Tucson, AZ
One day celebrating 50 years of Peace,
Love, Music and Pets. Tickets are $19.69.
More information at
www.hssaz.org/woofstock
Sat.  Aug. 10th - 10 am-2 pm
Raining Cats & Dogs
Desert Artisans’ Gallery
6536 E Tanque Verde Rd
520-722-4412
DesertArtisansGallery.com
Special event featuring creations honoring
our four-legged friends Paintings,
jewelry, clay, glass, wood, photography,
sculptures, and more by over 50 Southern
Arizona Artists. Local rescue organizations
will be participating. Refreshments. FREE
Saturday, Aug. 31stSept. 2nd  - 10a-5p
Say Goodbye to the Dog Days
of Summer
Old Tucson – 201 S. Kinney Rd., Tucson
Bring out your dogs to help celebrate all
things canine for their 3rd Annual Dog
Days event. In addition to their signature
live musical entertainment and stunt shows,
you can enjoy dockdogs, pet adoptions,
refreshments, photos and more! Think your
dog can dive off the dock?
More info: (520) 883-0100
oldtucson.com

Ride with the PACC
In the 2019 Tour de Tucson
The event is on
November 23rd 2019
PACC is looking for cyclists of all ages
and abilities to make a difference for
pets in the community. There will be two
practice rides per month and anyone can
take part in team practice rides regardless
of ability or registration. For more info,
email: Sara@FriendsofPACC.org
Sunday, Sept. 8th – 2pm
The Cat Rescuers presented by
Tucson CARES
The Loft Cinema
3233 E. Speedway Blvd., Tucson
Benefits Community Cats
Please join Tucson CARES for an exclusive,
one-night only screening of The Cat
Rescuers. Celebrate & Support of local
Trap-Neuter-Return Programs. A vegan
bake sale will take place both before and
after the film. At the conclusion of The
film, stay for information about local TNR
Programs and how you can get involved.
Sunday, October 27th 10a-4p
The Tucson Dog Magazine’s
Dogtoberfest & Adopt-a-thon
The Gregory School
3231 N. Craycroft Rd., Tucson
Hosted by Larry Mac from 96.1 KLPX
And Meredith from 94.9 MIXfm
Join The Tucson Dog for this Mega event!
There will be lots of lovable adoptable
dogs for adoption, tricks & treats, contests,
prizes, demonstrations, dog games,
clinics, Kids Zone, Food Trucks, and lots
of vendor booths! For more information or
vendor booths, call The Tucson Dog
at (520) 245-2801
Or email: ann@thetucsondog.com

www.thetucsondog.com
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Special Feature
Dogs and Snakes: Avoiding Bites
and What To Do In Case of One
By Bonnie Craig     Photos Maria Wine
Dogs love to explore. They love to run and sniff and chase and mouth
things. This is how they experience the world, but they can’t always
differentiate safe from unsafe situations, and sometimes don’t even seem
to care. By domesticating wolves and removing much of the resulting
breeds’ abilities to live autonomously in the wild, humans have taken
on a great responsibility for their safety. We must be aware of the
surroundings and threats we expose our companion animals to and try
to be as prepared as possible should something go wrong. In Southern
Arizona, one thing that can go very wrong for dogs is a tangle with one
of our many rattlesnake species.
According to the Arizona Game and Fish Department, 13 of the world’s
36 rattlesnake species can be found in Arizona, more than in any
other US state. These reptiles are a
crucial and irreplaceable part of our
region’s ecology and play a huge
part in keeping rodent populations
down. This is also helpful to human
beings beyond just alleviating the
hassle of dealing with the furry
pests, as they can be vectors for
many diseases including some as
horrific as hantavirus, the bubonic
plague (yes, that still exists), and
tularemia (rabbit fever). A University
of Maryland research team was able
to prove that the timber rattlesnake,
considered endangered in several
states, has directly contributed to the
reduction of Lyme disease contracted
in Eastern forests. It does this by
feeding profusely on small mammals
that are in turn fed on profusely by
black legged ticks which carry the
disease. In addition, snakes serve
Jake and Wendy
as prey animals themselves, at times
providing an admittedly risky protein source for coyotes, foxes,
eagles, hawks, owls and even other snakes. It is clear that the
good rattlesnakes do far outweighs the bad, but that doesn’t
make it any less traumatic when a dog is bitten by one.
While some dogs seem to have an inherent instinct still intact
telling them to give snakes a wide berth, most seem not to realize
the threat they possess. Snakes are smaller than them, move in
an interesting and exciting way, and make a funny sound- all
things that may serve to pique the curiosity of a playful dog.
A dog with a high prey drive is also in more danger of an
unpleasant encounter. A nine month old husky puppy named
Jake fitting just that description learned the hard way what
happens when you get mouthy with a rattler. In late August of
10
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2018 he was playing in Heather McShea’s yard which serves as the
unofficial neighborhood dog park. When she glanced out the window
and saw Jake jump, Heather, along with Jake’s owner Maria Wine got
him inside, and there was no doubt as to what had happened. Even
before the swelling had ballooned up in his face, the blood from the
puncture wounds was obvious. Maria, traumatized from the recent loss
of her service dog was instantly convinced that she would be forced
to say goodbye to Jake as well, but Heather was having none of it
and rushed them off to the vet. The problem was that
Maria was living on a fixed income dictated by social
security and had very little budget to work with, and
as they were about to find out, snake bite treatment
is anything but cheap.
These services are usually exorbitantly expensive in
fact, but why exactly is that? In order to understand,
we’ll need to break down the anatomy of a snake
bite, and the basics of bite treatment. Rattle snake
bites are technically inoculations, much like an
injection from a hypodermic syringe. When their
hinged, tubular fangs pierce the skin of a bite victim,
snakes regulate how much venom to inject. Because
venom is biologically expensive for the reptiles to
manufacture, it is in their best interest to conserve
the valuable resource, in some cases, leading to the
snake electing not to envenomate at all. This is referred
to as a “dry bite”. The amount of venom injected
correlates to the severity of the dog’s reaction, but
the type of snake matters too, in some
cases quite a bit. Mohave rattlesnakes,
for instance, possess a unique neurotoxin
in their venom, unlike that of other rattler
species.

Jake right after his snake bite in 2018

The Merck Veterinary Manual stresses
the importance of identifying the snake
species for diagnoses and selection of
the correct antivenin, even recommending
bringing the dead snake to the vet along
with the bitten animal. This of course
should not be done at the risk of anyone
else being bitten. Time is also extremely
important. The sooner a dog is treated
the better. When a bite victim arrives, the
veterinarian will physically assess the dog
to determine the severity of the reaction

and generally proceed with fluids, antivenin, pain killers, steroids and
antibiotics. Most of us know that a vet visit can quickly get expensive,
but what drives the price of snake bite treatment through the roof is the
antivenin. At three to five hundred dollars per vial with multiple vials
often necessary, people can walk away from the situation with a vet bill
of nearly two thousand dollars. This is not financially easy for most, and
while the blame for this upsetting situation is often cast upon veterinary
clinics, it should really be attributed to the pharmaceutical markets and
their clinical trials, USDA fees, legal costs, etc. that drive prices up. The
actual production cost of the antivenin is estimated to be about one
percent of the cost paid by the public for the substance.
Maria Wine was about to learn all about the high cost of snake bite
treatment when she and Heather McShea walked into the vet’s office
with poor Jake in tow. During the lengthy visit they were presented with
several different treatment packages, but unfortunately, the antivenin was
out of Maria’s price range. Eventually, they went home with the requisite
pain medication, antibiotics, steroids and
subcutaneous fluids. After Jake came through
his first post-bite night, things were looking up
for him, although he still experienced quite a bit
of swelling and discomfort, taking nearly four
weeks to fully recover.
Jake’s bite seemed to have been a learning
experience for all involved, with the noted
exception of his little sister Wendi. She had
witnessed Jake’s bite as a young pup, but it
apparently made no impression, despite her
devotion to him during his healing process. At
ten months old in April of this year, the German
shepherd border collie mix was bitten too.
Still living with limited finances, Maria knew
antivenin wouldn’t be an option, but armed
with experience, and many of Jake’s unused
and unexpired medicines, she was able to
Wendy after
getting bitten
get Wendi through the experience. This time
starting fluids almost immediately after the bite occurred really seemed
to help, and Wendi was as new in just three and a half days.

solution initially, but looking deeper into the matter there still are many
questions surrounding it. Ultimately, a study published in the Toxicon
journal in 2015 focusing on 272 canine bite incidences in Maricopa
county found no marked difference occurring between the reactions of
vaccinated dogs versus unvaccinated, although antivenin was found
effective in all but eight cases. At this point, veterinarians seem to be
divided on the topic.
Another contentious topic is snake avoidance training. Many swear by
this method of essentially shocking and traumatizing dogs into avoiding
snakes, in a manner that can be described as Pavlovian. Proponents
of this method argue, somewhat convincingly, that if it takes temporary
discomfort to potentially save a life, it’s worth it. Others aren’t so sure.
Local trainer, Lisa Ostazeski strongly questions the effectiveness of the
training method. She explains that the concept of generalization, or
applying one concept to a variety of situations, is not something that
comes easily to dogs. Aside from her distaste for shock collars used
in snake training, she believes that dogs will
simply become fearful of the area where they
received the training, rather than of snakes
themselves.
As we can see, the issue of snakes and dogs
is multifaceted. This article just scratches the
surface and is meant only as a jumping off point,
so that dog owners can do their own research
and come to their own conclusions. Regardless,
as stewards of our environment, and care givers
for or companion animals, it is up to us to try
and broker a peace between the two, and to
act responsibly when conflicts erupt.

This story shows a lucky break for the Wine family and illustrates the
importance of early treatment to the prognosis of snake bite victims. It
is by no means however, meant to dissuade pet owners from seeking
professional help and antivenin, should a bite occur. Now the important
question is what can we do to prevent these bites in the first place?
Safeguarding our immediate area is one way. Block walls and sunken
fences can help to keep snakes out. Some use snake traps, which are for
the most part inhumane, and can hurt other animals as well, however
there are humane ones on the market. Professional snake removal
services also exist, but we aren’t always in the controlled environment
of our own home, so we may need to look at solutions within the dogs
themselves, as controversial as some may be.
There is a snake bite vaccine available, which sounds like a fantastic

Jake and Wendy all better

www.thetucsondog.com
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Special Feature
CBD for Pets: What We Need to Know
Story by Kajsa Nickels/Reprinted Courtesy of Natural Awakenings Magazine

With the explosion of cannabidiol (CBD) products on the human medical
scene, many pet owners are looking into this hemp plant derivative as a
natural means of medicating their four-legged family members. A study
conducted by the Cornell University College of Veterinary Medicine, in
Ithaca, New York, found that CBD can be effective in treating some of
the same symptoms in pets as it does in humans.
“I’ve used CBD on dogs and cats suffering from arthritis, anxiety and
seizures,” says Angie Krause, DVM, a veterinarian with Boulder Holistic
Vet, in Boulder, Colorado. “I’ve even used CBD to treat cats with chronic
respiratory infections.”
Unlike CBD from marijuana, which in most cases is a Schedule I narcotic
that the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration considers highly subject
to abuse, CBD from industrial hemp contains
less than 0.3 percent of the psychoactive
component THC. It is legal under federal law
and can be sold in all 50 states, subject to
state regulations.
However, choosing the right CBD product is
complicated by the sheer number of confusing
options. “There are so many products on the
shelves with different concentrations and
formulations,” says Krause, who considers
the extraction method used during production
to be one of the most important factors. She
favors CO2 (carbon dioxide) extraction over
solvent extraction methods: “CO2 leaves no
residue behind that could harm the bodies of
small animals such as dogs and cats.”
Stephen Cital, a veterinary technician in San Jose, California, co-founded
the Facebook group Veterinary Cannabis Academy. He agrees that the
purity of the extraction method is significant. He also notes that price
is not necessarily an indicator of quality. “A 30-cc bottle of CBD could
cost $70 at a concentration of 700 milligrams. However, it’s possible
to find the same volume at the same price at a concentration of 1,000
milligrams.”
Some products don’t contain CBD at all, only hemp extract, Cital
explains. “For people who don’t understand the labeling, this can be
very misleading.”
CBD is one of 104 cannabinoids found in both industrial hemp and
12
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marijuana plants. Full-spectrum hemp extracts contain the entire profile
of cannabinoids, including trace amounts of THC. Broad-spectrum hemp
extracts contain everything but the THC. Cital says it’s always best to start
with full- or broad-spectrum products for the “entourage effect”, in which
the cannabinoids work in concert. Isolates of additional cannabinoids
can be added as needed, he says.
When choosing a product to purchase for a pet, he recommends going
with companies that are able to present the consumer with a certificate of
analysis by a third-party. “The certificate will show the complete profile
of the CBD product, including cannabinoid, terpene, residual solvent,
pesticide, bacteria, micro-toxin, fungicidal and elemental profiles,” he
says.
Cital notes that the elemental profile is especially important. “Hemp
is very good at absorbing what is in its environment, including heavy
metals such as lead.”
Krause favors CBD products with minimal
ingredients that “should be as simple as
possible,” she says. “No xylitol, no artificial
colors or sweeteners.”
Cindy Hesse, of Mount Pleasant, South
Carolina, also believes that CBD for pets
should be as pure as possible. Her cocker
spaniel, Reina, is both blind and deaf. Because
of her handicaps, Reina experienced extreme
anxiety to the point of destroying her metal
crate, furniture and door frames. Reina’s vet
put her on the antidepressant and antianxiety
drugs Prozac and trazadone, but these only
helped for a short period.
After attending a CBD conference in Florida, her veterinarian decided
to see if the compound might help the dog—his first patient to use CBD.
The results, Hesse says, were amazing. “Within three days, it was like
I had a new dog. She no longer destroys things, she is calm, she is
more engaged with her environment. I recommend CBD oil to everyone
I know who has a pet with health issues.”
When deciding whether to give CBD to a pet, Krause and Cital
recommend working with a veterinarian to ensure the proper dosage.
“People can certainly work with CBD on their own with their pets,” says
Krause, “but it’s important to get the dosing and concentration right to
make it worthwhile.”
Kajsa Nickels is a freelance writer and a music composer. She resides
in Northeastern Pennsylvania. Contact her at fideleterna45@gmail.com.
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Working Dogs
Gabriel’s Angels: The Power of a Dog’s Love for a Child in Need
Story by Bella Wexler     Photos by Natalie Mast
Therapy dogs have a special way of touching lives. Thanks to Gabriel’s
Angels, they can change lives, too. Gabriel’s Angels is the only therapy
dog outreach organization to specifically target at risk youth, fostering in
them seven core life skills: attachment, empathy, affiliation, confidence, selfregulation, respect, and tolerance. Teams of therapy dogs and their certified
human counterparts partner with Gabriel’s Angels to work in schools, crisis
nurseries, homeless shelters and more giving the children a chance to heal
emotionally and expand their life skills by bonding with therapy dogs. Elisa
Pelgrift is the Southern Arizona Program Manager for Gabriel’s Angels in
charge of recruiting, training, and placing volunteers into programs that
fit their schedules, preferences, and community need. Staff like Elisa work
diligently to keep the Gabriel’s Angels mission afloat and accessible to
those who need it while volunteers and their dogs create individualized
activities to connect with children firsthand.
One such volunteer and therapy dog
pair is Vickie Healey and her dog, Coco.
Being a Pitbull, Coco helps teach the
value of tolerance to children at Davidson
Elementary by setting a loving example
that counters the stigma surrounding her
breed. Coco has played a key role in
Vickie’s life, too. Her warm and loving
demeanor enables Vickie to open up more
as she overcomes struggles with PTSD. As
Elisa notes, a beautiful part about joining
Gabriel’s Angels is that “you can give and
give and give your dog’s love and still
Vickie and Coco
have just as much for yourself”. Not often
may one find a source of affection as limitless and far-reaching as that as
that from the heart of a therapy dog.
Julia Lindberg and her dog, Spencer, are
dedicated Gabriel’s Angels members
who help children impacted by domestic
violence at the Emergence Voices Against
Violence shelter. It can be easy for kids in
that situation to feel isolated and Spencer’s
success story as an adopted stray helps
uplift kids who experience such emotions.
Furthermore, domestic violence and animal
abuse are often closely related making the
ability to connect with dogs even more
relevant. Julia and Spencer teach kids
Julia and Spencer
empathetic communication skills with games
where they “train” each other to do tricks given cryptic instructions. This
builds understanding of how Spencer learns tricks with a language barrier.
Christine Craig and her canine companion, Dude, have been dedicated
members of the organization for four years and have made quite a few
friends along the way. The two regularly work with Ocotillo Ridge Elementary
School, Cienega High School and Desert View High School. “I have a hard
14
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time saying no to kids”, admits Christine. Dude
is a “celebrity” in the ABC (Animals, Books and
Children) literacy program. Reading to therapy
dogs in this non-threatening environment builds
kids’ confidence immensely. One mother
noticed that her daughter was falling behind in
her reading skills and she was skeptical about
the ABC program. But it wasn’t long before
this skepticism vanished. “I didn’t know what
my daughter needed, and it turned out what
she needed was Dude,” she told Christine. In
Christine and Dude
addition to fostering confidence through his
relationship with young learners, Dude also makes regular visits to high
schools. Christine arranged for Dude to help high school students in many
activities which uphold the seven core life skills of Gabriel’s Angels like
distributing Ben’s Bells kindness tokens to spread empathy and affiliation.
Thanks to Christine and Dude, youths of many ages have access to a
dependable friendship even when the rest of their lives lack consistency.
Shae and José Delgado are a
couple that exemplify Gabriel’s
Angels’
“Helping
Hand”
feature with their dog Lee-lo.
Helping Hands are independent
volunteers that work with a
certified human and therapy dog
partnership to make program
activities more manageable.
Shae and José with Lee-lo
“Especially working with young
kids, an extra set of hands can be really beneficial,” notes Shae. She and
José take Lee-lo on regular visits to Sunnyside Head Start preschool. Lee-Lo
helps these children develop self-regulation, respect, and attachment skills
by waiting their turn to socialize with him and comprising a list of behavioral
guidelines. Whenever the Delgados bring Lee-lo into the classroom, the
whole room comes alive with excitement. Beyond this, being a part of
Gabriel’s Angels has helped Lee-lo come out of his own shell according
to José. The couple feels extremely grateful for the opportunity Gabriel’s
Angels has brought to thoroughly appreciate Lee-lo’s capacity to better the
community.
The Gabriel’s Angels mission has benefitted many at risk children across
Arizona. However, the need seems to always outweigh the resources. If
you are interested in inspiring confidence, compassion and best behaviors
in at risk children through pet therapy, please visit www.GabrielsAngels.
org where you can donate and/or apply as a volunteer. With the help
of Gabriel’s Angels and its volunteers, children who have faced abuse,
neglect, or other challenges have the chance to experience love and
learning through bonding with pets. Sometimes the best lessons are taught
by example. “Dogs can bounce back and forgive” despite being abused
or neglected in the past, says Elisa, “and that’s such a good lesson for all
of us”.
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now. If you are interested in meeting any of these adorable
friends, please contact the group listed with the picture.

GABBY (855429): I am a gentle 5-year-old girl who
is a complete love bug! I will gladly follow you around
the house and give out doggie kisses. I would make the
perfect binge watching partner. I have allergies which
causes many families to overlook me. It is manageable
and I promise to love you unconditionally in return.
Meet me at HSSA Main Campus at 635 W. Roger Rd.
or give an adoptions counselor a call at 520-327-6088,
ext. 173.

GUMDROP ID# A664576 Age: 5 years
I’m a gentle lady who loves rolling onto my back
so everyone can give me belly rubs!! I’m a loving
companion who enjoys giving kisses, going for walks,
and is a champion snuggler. I have a $0 adoption fee.
Adoption includes spay or neuter, age-appropriate
vaccinations, microchip, and a free vet visit. I’m at Pima
Animal Care Center, 4000 N. Silverbell Rd.,
520-724-5900.

CHANCE (864241): I am a very loving, mellow
5-year-old boy. I enjoy playing with female dogs but
can also be a couch potato. I have degenerative joint
disease but it’s easily treated with joint supplements. If
you give me the time I promise to be a good, loyal boy.
Visit me at HSSA Main Campus at 635 W. Roger Rd.
For more information give an adoptions counselor a call
at 520-327-6088, ext. 173.

KEEGAN ID# A665502 Age: 1 year
I have a joy for living. I’m perky and spirited. I like
rolling in the grass, going for walks, and showing off
how I can “sit”. I’m passionate about being with people.
I have a $0 adoption fee. Adoption includes spay or
neuter, age-appropriate vaccinations, microchip, and a
free vet visit. I’m at Pima Animal Care Center, 4000 N.
Silverbell Rd., 520-724-5900.

WOODY ID# A664120 Age: 3 years
I have a list of favorites which include car rides, playing
fetch, hiking, treats, naps, and walks. I’m a young
man who loves attention, enjoys being brushed, and
I’m housebroken! I have a $0 adoption fee. Adoption
includes spay or neuter, age-appropriate vaccinations,
microchip, and a free vet visit. I’m at Pima Animal
Care Center, 4000 N. Silverbell Rd., 520-724-5900.

LACEY ID# A606957 Age: 4 years
I’m a hidden gem. I walk well on a leash, know sit
and down, and I’m housebroken. I’m a sweet, quiet,
compliant girl who enjoys stuffed squeaky toys. I’m
obedient, like all people, and am comfortable with other
dogs. I have a $0 adoption fee. Adoption includes spay
or neuter, age-appropriate vaccinations, microchip, and
a free vet visit. I’m at Pima Animal Care Center, 4000
N. Silverbell Rd., 520-724-5900.

Connect your business to a cause that matters!
Find out how by ca lling or ema iling
H eat her Mc Shea a t (520) 345-2801• hea ther @thetucsond og.c om

NOW AVAILABLE: SPONSORSHIP FOR THIS PAGE
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If just one of every five Americans wanting to add a cat or dog to
their family in the next year adopted from a shelter, not one single
healthy, treatable cat or dog would lose his life in a shelter.

SE

Source: Humane Society of the United States
LASSITER I am BIG, brown and weigh about
100 pounds. I appear to be a Rhodesian Ridgeback,
about 21 months old. I’m a big puppy who’s full of
playfulness. You may find my tail is one of my most
captivating features. It’s like a ba-rometer of emotion! I
am handsome, muscular, and ready for the active life.
If you’re thinking it would be nice to have a big guy as
your new best friend, let’s tie the knot and be lifelong
besties. TALGV 520-625-3170

HEIDI I have a super cute personality because I live
up to my amiable breed of Staffordshire Terrier. I may
not be able to hear, but I’m intelligent enough to know
a variation of sign language. If you use my language
guide, there is a way to communicate with me. Don’t let
the language chal-lenge stop you from getting to know
me. I would like to be the only animal in your house.
Come meet me to see why I’m all you need. TALGV
520-625-3170

LOVELY I may be a Blue Heeler, but my exterior
reveals black and white. Cute, right! Some say I live up
to my name; they say I am a true love. Even though I
may not be the friendliest at first, I sure do have a place
for your love. If you ever have a hard time, I can use my
“healer” skills to make you better. Come visit me soon
to see my lovey side reveal itself. TALGV 520-625-3170

CHAPO – I’m a 6 year old, outgoing and friendly
pitbull mix! I love to snuggle up on the couch and watch
TV with my foster mom! I look forward to my evening
walks and also enjoy meeting new people! I’m ready
for my furever home and would love to meet you! If
you’re interested in adopting me, please email PACC at
PACC.foster@pima.gov or call 520-724-5900

ALI I’ll proudly say that since I’m a 6-year-old Boxer
mix, I was named for that world-famous champion
boxer, (Muhammad) Ali. He said he’d “float like a
butterfly, sting like a bee.” Well, I don’t have much of a
sting, but I do like to entertain in my own way. I hope
you give me the chance to demonstrate my strong and
muscular body at our meet and greet. Even though I
may be a showoff, I do have a nice and gentle side.
Let’s meet! TALGV 520-625-3170

GINGER – I’m a 4 year old, sweet and loving pitbull
mix! I’ve been told I have the cutest under bite in town!
I love to cuddle and be around people/children. I like
to romp around with my pals in playgroup and also
enjoy playing with chew toys! I’m ready to give you my
love and affection! If you’re interested in adopting me,
please email PACC at PACC.foster@pima.gov or call
520-724-5900

Pocket Pet Adoptions
WHINNY (875169): I am a 1-year-old girl who is
really smart. I have a great personality and enjoy the
company of other rats. Many humans don’t know this but
rats make great pets for people of all ages and are great
for first-time pet owners. Give me a chance and meet me
at PAWSH Park Place at 5870 E. Broadway Blvd. You
can also give an adoptions counselor a call at 520-3276088, ext. 133 for more information.

VIOLET (875168): I am a sweet 11-month-old girl

who can’t wait to meet my forever family! I am a very
social girl who does well with other rats and people.
In my previous home I did great with kids as long as
they didn’t poke me. Great news, my adoption fee is
only $5! Come meet me at PAWSH Park Place at 5870
E. Broadway Blvd. Have questions? Give an adoptions
counselor a call at 520-327-6088, ext. 133.
www.thetucsondog.com
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Special Feature
Canine Noise Phobia: What It Is And How to Handle It
Story by Bonnie Craig
We’ve all been startled by a loud noise before. We’ve jumped and
felt that surge of adrenaline or even the fight or flight response. Now
imagine the loudest and most startling sound you’ve ever heard
and multiply it by four. That is what your dog experiences during a
thunderstorm or a fireworks display. Yes, a dog’s sense of hearing is four
times stronger than that of a human. They are able to perceive higher
and lower frequencies than a human can and have more sophisticated
musculature surrounding the ears themselves, allowing them to rotate
in order to locate sound, and even to hear independently with each
ear.
This specialized equipment has many advantages, especially for wild
canids who must hunt to survive, but can also cause problems for
domestic dogs. Noise phobia is a serious
issue for many dogs and their owners.
There are a variety of negative outcomes
that can arise from this phobia, and
unfortunately, with both Independence
Day and the onset of monsoon storms,
July represents a particularly stressful
period of time for many of Tucson’s canine
residents. In order to ease their struggles,
it is important for dog owners to be
aware of the causes, effects, and potential
treatments for noise phobia.

inadvertently putting themselves in more danger. Considering this, it is
no coincidence that July fifth is the busiest day of the year for animal
shelters across the United States.
To keep noise phobic dogs out of the shelters and safe at home there
are several strategies to focus on during fireworks and thunderstorms.
For many dogs, especially younger ones or those who haven’t
suffered from noise sensitivity for long, desensitization training can be
successful. One method involves playing a recording of the triggering
sound quietly while creating positive distraction using play or treats,
and gradually turning up the volume. Crate training can be helpful,
as it gives them a place where they feel safe and sheltered, although
during a triggering event, it’s best to leave the door ajar to avoid any
injury resulting from an escape attempt.
Humans’ behavior during these events
is crucial as well. Disciplining dogs for
phobic behaviors can add to their stress,
while the intuitive response of attempting
to comfort and cuddle them can reinforce
the behaviors.
Unfortunately, training alone is often not
enough to cure ingrained noise phobia,
but there are other options. Swaddling
can be helpful to an anxious dog much
in the way a weighted blanket can help
an anxious human. A popular product
for this purpose is the Thundershirt which
is worn by the dogs in the way its name
implies, but there are also similar methods
of wrapping an ace bandage that some
trainers encourage.

Aside from acute hearing itself, other
factors may influence your dog’s sensitivity
to sound. In the case of thunderstorms, a
dog’s sensitivity to changes in barometric
pressure may add to the discomfort
surrounding the event. When Ronan, a
Ronan ready for monsoon season in his thundershirt
twelve year old border collie, was a puppy
he had no noise sensitivity but later learned the behavior from his older When all else fails, people often turn to their vets for help. Many choose
sister. Ronan’s breed is among several including but not limited to to medically sedate their dogs to avoid stress reactions, although there
border collies and other herding dogs, German shepherds, beagles, is no veterinary drug formulated specifically for noise phobia. For
and Basset hounds thought to be more predisposed to the phobia. instance, while the drug Acepromazine will sedate a dog, it can also
According to a Norwegian study published in Applied Animal cause heightened noise sensitization, exacerbating the problem. There
Behaviour Science, older dogs and female dogs are also more prone are however, a variety of natural remedies that many find helpful such
to noise sensitivity, and the disorder is often found to correlate with as Rescue Remedy and even CBD’s.
cases of generalized fear and separation anxiety. This correlation was
It is important that any remedy given be researched, keeping in
referred to by one military dog trainer as “Spooky dog syndrome”.
mind that dogs’ bodies are different from our own, so just because
This “syndrome” can lead to disaster if not treated properly, so it’s a medication or remedy helps us, it doesn’t mean it’s safe for our
important to know the signs. Panting, shaking, excessive grooming, canine companions. The takeaway here is that noise phobia is a real
wining and in drastic circumstances even fear-biting are among them. and serious problem many dogs face. There is no foolproof cure to
During one monsoon thunderstorm Ronan was desperate enough for fit all dogs, as they are individuals with their own experiences and
shelter that he squeezed into a crate full of foster kittens. They were personalities. Luckily however, there is a good chance that one or a
happy to use him as a jungle gym, a very cute scene, but most cases combination of the various known treatments can significantly help
are decidedly less adorable than this one. Dogs will pull out of collars, even the most noise phobic of dogs.
scale fences and even break windows to escape an unseen threat,
18
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The Scratching Post
CATS FOR ADOPTION

All the cats on these pages are available for adoption now. If you are interested in meeting any of these adorable friends,
please call the group listed with the picture.

BRODY (842115): I am a 5-year-old boy that loves to

snuggle up with humans! At HSSA, I love to sit in the catio
and say hello to everyone who walks by. I was brought
to HSSA because my previous family was allergic to cats
and hope to find my forever family soon. See you soon
at HSSA Main Campus at 635 W. Roger Rd. For more
information give an adoptions counselor a call at 520327-6088, ext. 173.

COLETTE (845297): I am a very sweet 4-yearold girl who has been down on my luck. Over my lifetime I
have spent over 500 days with the nice people at HSSA. I
most recently came back because my family got deployed
and couldn’t take me with them. I love attention and enjoy
long chats with anyone who will listen. Meet me at HSSA
Main Campus at 635 W. Roger Rd. or call 520-327-6088,
ext. 173 for more information.

BEAUTY

(868970): I am a beautiful 2-year-old
girl who enjoys being held and lounging indoors. In my
previous home, I enjoyed playing with another cat. I am
FIV positive which means I will need to be an indoor
only cat. To learn more about FIV visit http://bit.ly/
FelineImmunodeficiencyVirus. Visit me at PAWSH Park
Place at 5870 E. Broadway Blvd. or give an adoptions
counselor a call at 520-327-6088, ext. 133 for more
information.

TRIGGER I’m 6 years old & I’ve been at The
Hermitage for almost a year. Every day I tell myself, today
is the day you will be brave and get yourself noticed. But
then every day I get shy and stay on the catwalk and watch
from afar. I need someone to give me a chance to show
them what a great kitty I can be. Visit me at The Hermitage
Cat Shelter 5278 E 21st St or call 520.571.7839.
MAMMA CAT

(A670641) I take napping
seriously and like head scritches and playing with feather
toys sprinkled with catnip. I enjoy being talked to and
will thank you with a sweet purr. I am 12 yrs old and I
have a $0 adoption fee. Adoption includes spay or neuter,
age-appropriate vaccinations, microchip, and a free vet
visit. Pima Animal Care Center 724-5900, 4000 N.
Silverbell Rd.

Serving Tucson for 37 Years.

Fresh. Food. Fast.
7053 E. Tanque Verde Rd.

885-2842

www.eclecticcafetucson.com
Mon - Fri: 11 am-9 pm
Sat: 8 am-9 pm • Sun: 8 am-8 pm

Shaded, Dog Friendly Patio

Weekend Breakfast•Lunch•Nightly Specials•Reservations for +5
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SALT

(A668163) A cat tree
with a sleeping perch, tasty treats,
and crinkle toys are just a few of
my favorites. I think I would be
an ideal candidate for a bird
watcher position! I am 7 yrs old
and I have a $0 adoption fee.
Adoption includes spay or neuter,
age-appropriate
vaccinations,
microchip, and a free vet visit.
Pima Animal Care Center 7245900, 4000 N. Silverbell Rd.

NICCO

(869582): I am a 1-year-old boy that has been
through a lot already. I was originally a stray and was eventually
transferred to HSSA from another shelter. Since being here I
enjoy playing hide and seek. I enjoy head scratches, treats,
and toys! I can’t wait to be out of the shelter and in a loving,
forever home. Visit me at HSSA Main Campus at 635 W. Roger
Rd. or call 520-327-6088, ext. 173 for more information.

CALLIE

(865769): I am a calm 6-year-old girl who
loves to play with toy feathers. I also enjoy chasing a laser
pointer and getting head scratches. I need to be kept on a
special diet so that my tummy does not get upset. Bring your
family to meet me at HSSA Main Campus at 635 W. Roger
Rd. or give an adoptions counselor a call at 520-327-6088,
ext. 173.

BEBE

I’m a 7 year old, brown tabby Manx! I’m very
cuddly especially at night. I can be a little shy, but I’ll let you
know when I want affection. I love to give my foster mom a good
massage! I’m a mellow gal and would be a great companion
for anyone looking for a cuddler. You can call or text my foster
(Katie) directly at 480-313-7778 to learn more about me!
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Desert Pet
Your Neighborhood Pet Store
Committed to Helping
You and Your Pets.

facebook.com.
/desertpet

SHOP LOCAL
4810 E 22nd St, Tucson, AZ 85711
520.745.5158

NOW CARRYING EARTHBORN

Kitty Korner
Desert Cat Rescue & Sanctuary of Arizona Steps Up for Graham County
Story by Colleen Keefe
When the animal control facility of Graham County decided in 2015 that it
could no longer take cats, Cheryl Christensen knew she had to do something.
So in February of 2016, Christensen cracked into her retirement nest egg,
opened her home and founded the nonprofit
Desert Cat Rescue & Sanctuary of Arizona
(DCRSA).

Cheryl Christensen comforts
Sweets as he heads back to
DCRSA home base from the
PetSmart Adoption Center in El
Con. Photo by Colleen Keefe

Christensen attributes limited resources and
overpopulation to the area’s cat problems.
She says that often, strays were dumped in
the desert. “For them [animal control] not
to take cats was going to create a gap somebody needed to step up here and do
something,” Christensen said. In a little over
three years, Christensen has set up several
successful programs within DCRSA.

pricing available for senior and special needs cats. Christensen believes that
requiring an adoptive cat parent to make a financial investment helps to cement
the long-term commitment between family and feline, insuring a solid, loving
home.
PetSmart Adoption Center in El Con Mall
Cats and kittens from DCRSA come to the PetSmart Adoption Center in El Con
Mall in hopes of finding their forever family. Christensen reports that often the
cats are adopted even before she can get them settled into the display. Felines
that don’t find a home within 30 days return to the sanctuary for a break. The
program, which began a year ago in October, is responsible for homing more
that 150 cats so far.
Happy Pets - Pet Food Program
DCRSA sends weekly supplies of pet food along
with Meals on Wheels deliveries in Graham and
Greenlee County. Seniors with pets may receive
up to two bags of pet food per household - cat or
dog - in any combination. This prevents seniors
from having to share their meals with their pets.

Her Home Is the Sanctuary
On any given day Christensen has anywhere between 35 to 40 feline
housemates. She runs the sanctuary out of her home with the help of her
husband Canute. Currently, several of the resident cats are seniors, blind, or
special needs.
Foster Homes are the Heart of DCRSA
Fifteen volunteer foster homes provide DCRSA
the additional support needed for the kitty
clients. Families in Graham and Greenlee
counties, Ft. Huachuca, and Tucson help out.
But the need for more homes is always there.
“The more fosters we have, the more we can
take in and get off the street,” Christensen said.
Typically, the maximum commitment to foster a
kitten is four months. Kittens are available for
adoption when they reach three to four months
of age. Fostering a pregnant cat requires a four
to five-month commitment.

Ruth Luce came to DCRSA
five months after losing
her husband. She and
Izzy have each other
now. Photo courtesy of
DCRSA

Senior Companion Program
Senior citizens may foster a senior or special needs
cat for DCRSA for as long as they would like to
foster. Christensen said the nonprofit will provide
the food, litter, bedding, and medical – seniors just
need to provide the home and love. “It’s a win for
the senior, both of them,” Christensen added.

Spay/Neuter Voucher Program
Graham County residents can receive spay/neuter vouchers through DCRSA,
$20.00 for cats and $40.00 for dogs.

This cluster of kittens is in
a loving foster home in Ft.
Huachuca just waiting to be
old enough for adoption.
Photo courtesy of DCRSA

“People tell me so often these are the sweetest,
nicest, most sociable kitties they’ve ever seen.
I think it’s because our kitties are in foster
homes, they live with us, they are our family.
And because of that, they move into their new homes with the attitude that they
want to be family,” Christensen said. Although DCRSA’s primary focus is cats,
Christensen wants the public to know that they do take in the occasional dog.
The organization presently has two canines.

Lives & Literacy
Lives & Literacy is a partnership between DCRSA and the Safford City - Graham
County Public Library that promotes bonding with pets through reading.
Children ages 0-12 who, with a parent,
adopt a pet from DCRSA receive a bookbag,
pet instructions, books donated by the library
and treats and toys from PetSmart. “Pets
are not judgmental. They can sit and read
to their pets and create that forever bond,”
Christensen said.

How to Become a
DCRSA Foster Family
“If you have a heart and want to help kitties, that’s pretty much what we’re
looking for,” Christensen said. DCRSA does have a few other requirements
including a home inspection or pictures. “The main thing I’m looking for is that
you have a place for an animal to be comfortable for a few months until we can
get it safely adopted, I’m good with that.”

Financing the Felines
Bookbag and items for Lives
Funding for DCRSA comes primarily from
& Literacy program. Photo
the couple’s retirement fund and would-be
courtesy of DCRSA
vacations. They spend in excess of $600
a month on food and supplies for the rescues. “We will be eating cat food
when we retire – I hope it’s good on rice,” Christensen said as she laughed.
The nonprofit also receives assistance from PetSmart, Desert Cross Veterinary
Hospital, Cody’s Friends, and other contributors. “We try, and when we can’t
try anymore, we hope that we have made a difference,” Christensen said.

Ready for Adoption
All DCRSA cats and kittens are spayed or neutered, fully vaccinated, and microchipped. The adoption fee for cats is $125.00, kittens for $150.00 and special

You can make a difference too. To foster or adopt a cat or kitten, or to make
a donation, contact DCRSA at desertcatrescue@outlook.com or call
928-965-4323. For more information, go to www.desertcatrescue.org
www.thetucsondog.com
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Cover Story:
Story by Emily Dieckman

AZ Rottie and pals Rescue

Photos by Emily Dieckman, Candice Eaton & Gina Attaguile

A typical morning
for Sue Bergier and
her husband involves
waking up around
6:30 a.m. to feed the
several dozen dogs
they keep on their
large ranch property
outside
Patagonia,
AZ—including several
with cancer, Valley
Fever and other special
Stephanie Garrett, Debbie Ammons, Sue Bergier,
medical needs. Then
Kathi Orr and Barbara Oates pose with some pups
there’s the cleaning
at the Bark in the Park event this spring
and laundering of all
the items and places the dogs get dirty. Then there’s making sure each one
gets the amount of exercise he or she needs (which varies, depending on size,
medical condition and age). Three to four days a week are spent on the road
to vet appointments, home visits with potential adopters or to pick up more
animals. She guesses about 11 of the dogs are her own. It’s hard to keep track.

Bergier takes in most of her dogs from the Douglas Shelter, and occasionally the
Santa Cruz County Animal Shelter. She likes to take in difficult cases, to help
out the dogs that might be struggling to find forever homes. That’s what Debbie
Ammons, a volunteer administrator and foster mom with the organization, likes
so much about Sue and AZ Desert Rottis.
“If there’s a dog that, say, gets hit by a car and has a broken leg, she takes
them in and she gets them medical help and surgery,” Ammons says. “They
don’t fall through the cracks.”
Powered by Volunteers

“As long as I can provide their care, a safe home and a happy home, I try not
to put a limit on it,” she says.
She’s the director of Arizona Desert Rottis & Pals Rescue, which she founded
in 2009 after some time fostering animals through Tucson Cold Wet Noses,
another nonprofit dog rescue. Before she’d started formally fostering, she’d
already been a resource in the community to help people who couldn’t afford
to get their dogs spayed or neutered. Before that, she was just a lifelong animal
lover, from the time she was a little girl growing up in Florida.
“I brought home every snake, bird, lizard and frog that I could find,” she says.
“So I would say it’s always been in me.”
Over the course of nearly ten years—and just over two since it got its 501c3
status in 2017, AZ Desert Rottis (which finds homes and provides care for all
breeds of dogs, not just rottweilers) has found homes for nearly 1300 dogs.
And that’s just since they started keeping track. For all of the work that she and
her volunteers put into the organization, their goal is simple:
“Our mission is to see every
dog spayed and neutered,
and to see more responsible
pet owners,” Bergier says. “I
think a big part of rescue is
education…. We try to make
sure people understand a dog
is a full-time job.”
No Dog Left Behind

The Tucson Dog

“They’re called foster failures, because I failed
to find a home for them, because I love them,” Ammons smiles.
But it’s hard to look at her smile and think of all the dogs in her happy home
as any sort of failure. Ammons says she believes the organization’s purpose is
to provide dogs with the best
and safest homes possible,
even if that means taking
the dogs in themselves.
Barbara Oates, for example,
adopted Willy, a one-eyed
French bulldog who was
found in the desert outside of
Douglas and whose family
said they didn’t want him
back.
AZ Desert Rottis Volunteer

Stephanie Garrett and her dog Zipper
Volunteer Stephanie Garrett
has been volunteering with
AZ Desert Rottis & Pals for about four years. She adopted her chihuahua terrier
mix, Buttons, from the organization in 2011 and her Pugapoo Zipper in 2013.
Kathi Orr, a volunteer for the last six and a half years, has Zipper’s sibling,
Mollie.
Willy,a French bulldog who found his
fur-ever home with AZ Desert Rottis
volunteer Barbara Oates

Before she was an animal
rescue mogul, Bergier spent
26 years as a police officer and 31 working at a post office. So perhaps it’s
only fitting that now, she’s not only in charge of keeping creatures safe, but in
getting them exactly where they belong.
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Teamwork makes the
dream work, Some of the
volunteers that keep AZ
Desert Rottis running

There are about 10 volunteers with the
organization, who do everything from
administrative work to fostering animals.
Many of the volunteers started volunteering
for AZ Desert Rottis after they adopted an
animal from the organization. Ammons
started off agreeing to foster tough cases: a
deaf dog, an epileptic dog, two that needed
knee surgery. Now, she has eight dogs of
her own, all from AZ Desert Rottis. She says
she never imagined—not even in her wildest
dreams—being this involved with a rescue
organization.
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They’ve spent a lot of money and a lot of time on these animals. Many of them
have cried or agonized over decisions, often crying tears of joy when a dog
must leave them to find a forever home.
“If you’re an animal lover, you just do it to help the animals,” Oates says.

Goes the Extra Mile to Help Dogs Find the Perfect Homes.

Bergier remained a source of support even after
the adoption was finalized. She sent over a
medication for Isabella, for example. When the
first couple of days were a difficult adjustment—
accidents in the crate, crying throughout the
night—Bergier was there to answer questions.
Attaguile says she probably called Bergier 20
times within the first two weeks of bringing Isabella
home. Now that Attaguile and Isabella are settled
in, and sleeping side-by-side every night, neither
adopter nor adoptee could be happier.

Only the Best Homes
Adoptions are a serious
business at AZ Desert Rottis.
Before adoptions are official,
Bergier or someone else from
the organization makes a
visit to the potential adopter’s
home to vet it.
“We’re looking for the safety
of the dog,” she says. “Can
they get under the gate? Are
there poisonous plants they
could get into?”

Adoption Event at Holy Cow Tack & Feed

Even when they have adopters from out of the state or country—they’ve had
dogs find homes in Canada, Colorado, Washington, California, Canada,
New Mexico, Texas and Massachusetts—they ask potential adopters to send
photos of what the gates around their yards look like, so the organization can
make recommendations, if needed, about how to keep the dogs secure and
safe. They also don’t ever ship dogs without an escort. They’ll use a service like
Pilots and Paws, the adopter will fly to pick up the dog, or a volunteer will fly
with the animal to his or her new home. Once, a pilot who wanted to adopt
a dog got his friend a ticket to fly to Arizona, bring the dog back with her to
Houston, then fly the dog out to him in Massachusetts.
“People that have adopted from us like our integrity,” Ammons says.
Adoption Successes
AZ Desert Rottis & Pals attends events regularly in Tucson, including WOOFStock,
an adoption bonanza in Reid Park hosted by the Tucson Dog Magazine. Gina
Attaguile was volunteering at the event
and had the idea of getting a new dog
somewhere in the back of her mind. It had
been two years since she’d lost her last dog,
a black lab who she’d loved for 12 years.
But her heart was open. The moment she
saw a terrier puppy among the AZ Desert
Rottis roster, she knew.
“She was in a crate with two other adorable
siblings, and I didn’t even look at them,” says
Attaguile of the pup, who she immediately
decided was named Isabella. “She was
destined to be my dog.”
When Gina met Isabella
at WOOFstock

Sue says it was clear Attaguile and Isabella
were a perfect match. Attaguile has only
glowing things to say about experience with AZ Desert Rottis team. From
making sure all of the animals have their shots and microchips to vetting each
would-be adopter, it seems clear to her that Bergier goes the extra mile.
“She wants the very best for these animals that she obviously sacrifices her
whole life to take care of,” Attaguile says. “She changed my life. Personally, I
think the world of the organization.”

“She’s perfect. She may not be perfect, but she’s
perfect for me,” Attaguile says. “I will have this
dog until the last breath she draws. She’ll never
have a bad day.”

Gina now with Isabella
at 6 months old

Mama Sue!
With so many successful adoptions under their collective belt—or, perhaps,
collar—it isn’t uncommon for the AZ Desert Rottis crew to run into folks who
have provided their animals forever
homes. There are people like Vicky
Karanikola, who adopted her now-9year-old German shepherd corgi mix,
Sally, from AZ Desert Rottis in 2011.
She attended one of the group’s
adoption events and fell in love with
the sweet puppy. The organization let
her foster Sally for a week to make
sure it was a good fit. “Good fit”
was an understatement. Karanikola
returned at the end of the week
Left: Julia, age 5 with Pogo.
convinced she couldn’t live without
Right: Joshua, age 9 with Katie
Sally.
(both newly adopted)
“She’s my life,” Karanikola says. “She’s my
companion. The best thing I’ve ever done.”
Jeremy Brown, owner of the local dog training
organization, the Complete Canine, adopted
his dogs Archie and Lacey from AZ Desert
Rottis. The two groups work together often,
and at the Humane Society’s Bark in the Park
Event at Udall Park this spring, Brown and his
pups ran into Bergier.
“They hear Sue’s voice and they’re right in her
lap, like ‘Mama Sue!’” Orr says. “They never
forget they were rescued.”
Jeremy Brown, owner of the

Arizona Desert Rottis & Pals holds adoption Complete Canine, adopted his
therapy dog Lacey from AZ
events in Tucson on a regular basis, usually
Desert Rottis Pals
from noon to 3 p.m. every other Sunday at the
Holy Cow Tack & Feed Store, 7878 E. Tanque Verde Road, and from 1 to 3
p.m. on the alternating Sundays at the Complete Canine, 4767 N. First Ave. To
check the schedule, and for more information, visit azdesertrotti.com.
www.thetucsondog.com
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Volunteer Spotlight
Christy Hollinger, PACC Volunteer
Story and photos by Emily Dieckman
Dedicated Dog Walker, Runner
and Trainer Looks Out for “The
Big Guys”

Aesop, a Staffordshire terrier,
with Christy Hollinger

Christy Hollinger is being
pulled along by Aesop, an
84-pound Staffordshire terrier
whose breathing sounds like
a furious battle, who stops to
poop with no warning, and
who tries to mount her more
than once.

“He’s difficult: He’s so strong, he’s a senior, and he doesn’t have very many
manners,” she says. “He’s my perfect project.”
Hollinger’s can-do, will-do, going-to-do-no-matter-what attitude is what’s made
her a dedicated volunteer at the Pima Animal Care Center since 2012.
She first started fostering PACC dogs through a local organization called
Tucson Cold Wet Noses, but once she started spending time at the shelter, she
saw there was a huge need for
people to spend time with the
animals. She was a triathlete at
the time, and she started taking
dogs on runs and walks. That’s
how Ruff Runners, a group of
volunteers that comes in to
walk and run with shelter dogs,
was born.
“It would take the edge off their
Aesop sits still for a split
second to pose for a photo
energy and give them an outlet,
so when they came back to their kennels, their kennel presence was calmer,”
she says. “You could see them become more adoptable.”
From there, her passion grew not from just running with the dogs to help
manage their energy, but training them to avoid behaviors like leash biting or
fighting with other dogs through fences. Adopting her first dog from PACC—a
Pitbull named Mamas who was miserable in the shelter and had a failed first
adoption attempt, was a catalyst. Hollinger started taking her home and to work
temporarily, with no intention
of adopting her. But she fell in
love.
“I learned a lot from this
dog,” she says. “She needed
something special, and she
taught me everything I do to
help the dogs that are here.”
Hollinger and Dojo in PACC’s ‘Real Life’
room, where potential adopters can see
how dogs act in a home environment
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Hollinger also has a blind
border collie named Roxie—
one of her first fosters—and a
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Kelpie mix named Kona, her first puppy foster.
Hollinger works full-time as a software engineer, but she comes in nearly every
single day before work and spends about an hour and a half with the dogs.
Every Friday, she takes half of a vacation day from work so she can spend
half the day at the shelter.
When she comes in on
Saturdays, she’ll spend
about 10 hours at PACC.
She tries not to come in
Sundays, but you’ll often
find her at the shelter
anyway, working with
dogs or taking them out
for lunch dates with a day
pass. Bennett Simonsen,
community
programs
Hollinger roams the corridors of
PACC early, late and in between
manager at PACC, says
Hollinger is one of the shelter’s most dedicated dog walkers, and is looked up
to by most of the shelter’s other volunteers.
“She loves to focus her time on behavioral intervention and training for our most
difficult dogs and is an amazing handler,” he says. “She is a fantastic example
of the passion that our volunteers have for our animals and how hard they
work to make sure that an animal’s stay here is as comfortable and enriching
as possible.”
Though Hollinger works with larger dogs, often with behavioral issues, she
emphasizes that there are plenty of ways to get involved at PACC: fostering, cat
cuddling, helping with adoptions, doing administrative work and grooming the
dogs are just a few examples. One of Hollinger’s favorite parts about working
so closely with the dogs is that it gives her an opportunity to play matchmaker
and find potential adopters their perfect pet.
“I can’t tell you how many different ways there are to get involved, and how
rewarding each of them can be,” she says.
Hollinger has too many favorite memories from volunteering at the shelter to
count. There was the dog who was adopted from the shelter and then returned
a year later because his owners’ living situation changed, but a month later,
they came back for him. There was the boxer mix who was going to be put on
deadline for euthanasia, but when someone in Michigan offered to adopt her,
a volunteer drove her to Michigan in her RV.
Once, an impound of about 20 dogs came into the shelter, all terrified of being
touched and of leashes. Hooch, a Husky mix and one of the more social dogs,
found a home in Green Valley, was neutered and seemed happy. But one day,
he escaped. A few weeks later he was spotted just three miles from PACC,
still wearing the cone he’d run away in. He’d lost 30 pounds (about half his
bodyweight) and had traveled about 40 miles. A group of volunteers caught
him and nursed him back to health, and he’s now thriving with a foster family.
“He has big and little dogs he plays with; he loves to walk and ride in the car.
He’s become such a fabulous dog,” Hollinger says.

FOSTER

ADOPT

$5 OFF
your pet’s next
full groom or
bath & brush

Limit one per customer, per visit.

Buy one Playtime
or Swim session
and get one

(520) 477-7401
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Happy Endings
Sara’s Grand Adventure
Story by Kim Eisele     Photos Courtesy Nick Casdorph
It was a sunny afternoon, close to closing time at The Animal League of
Green Valley in Arizona, where I had lived for almost three years. Oh,
I thought…another long night without a human. My favorite times are
cuddling with a person!
Then a volunteer entered my yard with a stranger, a large man with a
beard. At first sniff, I could sense he was a kind dog-lover. Could this be
someone to take me home?
I was on my very best behavior and showed this friendly man, Nick, all
my finest moves…sit, down, stay... I could tell he was impressed with me
as he gently spoke to me and scratched behind my ears.
Then he was saying good-bye! Oh
no, what did I do wrong? Please stay I
implored with my eyes as he left.
A couple days later a very excited
volunteer leashed me up. As we rounded
a corner, I saw the biggest truck ever! As
my eyes took in the sight, my nose got a
whiff of something remarkable. It was the
essence of the kind man with the beard.
Nick was back!
Sara and Nick
visiting home in Minnesota

The next thing I knew, Nick gently picked
me up and placed me on the very high
seat of the gigantic truck. As I anxiously sat there, a large rumbling noise
started and the truck vibrated. There
were a group of my favorite volunteers
all waving at us…some with tears in
their eyes. Was I going to my forever
home?
Then we were moving!

usually smelling fresh and clean, and bringing me a tasty snack. At night
I get to sleep in a comfy spot behind the seats cuddled up with Nick.
Nights are my favorite time in my new home!
Life on the road in a long-haul truck is the greatest adventure I could ever
imagine. We have visited New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado,
Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota, Kansas,
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida.
I constantly get to meet new people and
dogs! I now have dog friends all across the
country.
Currently we are in Missouri at Nick’s
“other” home. I love Nick’s 5 children and
especially his wife. I enjoy laying with her
on the couch to help keep an eye on the
baby. I also play with Nick’s Mom’s Pitbull,
Sara with Nick’s 2 sons.
Knott Head, who doesn’t like other dogs. He
likes me, though, because he knows that I love Nick’s family and they
love me!
Nick just whispered to me that we
are hitting the road again in a
couple of days. Life with my person
keeps getting better and better. I
wag my tail and look fondly up at
Nick wondering, what will be our
next adventure?

Sara and Nicks wife
and infant daughter

Taking a nap in the truck

I immediately loved riding in the grand beast. The vibrating sort of lulled
me into an almost sleepy state at times. And the scenes I saw outside the
windows! Wow!

Sara waiting for Nick to return
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Since we left the shelter, I am almost
always with Nick. We drive along the
highways (of course, I navigate) stopping
occasionally. At first when Nick left me
alone, I was nervous because I have
what humans call separation anxiety.
However, I just hang my head out the
window, keeping Nick’s scent in my
nostrils, and before I know it, he is back,

July/August 2019

Nick and Sara getting ready
to hit the road again!

Sara, the Navigator

Highlights:
Over 26 Years of Mixed
Animal Veterinary Experience
Reasonable Prices with
Multiple Payment Options
Dr. Michael Hutchison DVM, CVA
Dr. Mark Resty VMD

Experienced and Considerate
Veterinarians and Staff

Affordable, Quality
Veterinary Care for Horses,
Dogs and Cats

Stress-free Country Setting

Services:
Conventional Medicine with
Holistic Approaches
Acupuncture and Chiropractic
Specialization
Therapeutic Laser

Diagnostic Thermal Imaging
Veterinary Surgery

In -House and Mobile
Radiology
...And Much More!

HOW WE CAN HELP:

• Compassionate counseling when
you need to re-home your Golden
• Gold standard of vet care to meet
each dog’s veterinary needs prior
to adoption
• Adopting families pre-approved
by home visits
• Follow up counselors to
ensure a good match of
dogs and families
• Training when needed to
assist adoptive families

Contact Us Today!

Jing Tang Chinese Herbal
Therapies

Multi-Species Dentistry

Rescue A Golden of Arizona

Serving statewide since 1998. Re-homed over 3400 dogs.
No dogs turned away because of age, illness, or injury
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520.296.0480
www.pegasusvetcenter.com
pegasusvetcenter@gmail.com

To Surrender a Golden call (520)360-4414
To Adopt or Foster visit our website at golden-retriever.org and
complete an “Application to Adopt”
Visit and follow us on facebook

tucson@golden-retriever.org | www.golden-retriever.org
501(c)3 Non Profit All Volunteer Organization
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Business Spotlight
Creature Comforts Pet Resorts
Story and Photos by Brian Pettipiece
Nestled behind shady trees, green grass and a long circular driveway lies
Tucson’s premiere doggy day care and boarding facility, Creature Comforts Pet
Resorts. In business since 2003, this new location in northwest Tucson off Ina
Rd promises to be the perfect vacation spot for dogs who need a “staycation”
while their parents are out of town or just want an afternoon out of the house.
Sporting 60 rooms for dogs and 30 for cats, Creature Comforts offers plenty
of space for many pampered
pets and is truly a resorts built
around the needs of our furry
family members.
Immediately inside the front
door you step into a large
lobby more resembling the
check-in desk at a hotel than
a pet daycare or boarding
facility. And that’s the point.
The new northwest Tucson
The owner Beth O’Neill
Creature Comforts Pet Resort
stresses the personal care that
her facility offers, stating that their pet patrons are more like houseguests than
customers. “We have more of a home-like atmosphere. We want it to be like
going to grandma’s” she says, adding that they refer to each furry guest by
name and learn each guest’s personality.
Personal care is the focus of
her business. Beth recognizes
that each dog and cat have
a unique personality, and
individual needs, and they
take the time to learn about
each animal. In addition,
there are numerous sizes of
rooms available for dogs
with names like “Imperial”
and “Presidential.” For pups
The new lobby and check-in desk
who can sweet-talk their
parents into it there’s even an “Executive” suite for the more discerning guests.
Having worked with dogs for so long, Beth realizes that some dogs are
uncomfortable with daycare or with the idea of being boarded. That’s why every
guest gets individual attention and leashes are rarely used. “We want to make it
as much like home as possible” she states and adds that creating a routine for
them helps to put their minds at ease. If a pup doesn’t feel like going outside
at one of the five scheduled
outdoor activity times during
the day and would prefer
just to lounge in their room,
they’re welcome to do so.
Dogs who live together at
home can also share a room
for a discount if they prefer to
be together.

Beth O’Neill with Tigre, left, and Canelo, right
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A lifelong dog lover, Beth was
raised with cocker spaniels
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and even ran a cocker spaniel rescue facility at one point. “We all work here
because we love our pets” she says, adding that the best part about running the
business is that she gets to spend time with all the dogs.
But dogs aren’t the only pets on holiday. The separate cat area contains
personalized spaces just for them and they can feel just as fur-tunate as the
dogs. Each cat tower has two levels, referred to as a “castle,” with cats able to
spend time on either floor of their castle. For multiple cats there are suites, with
adjoining rooms just like a hotel. This allows felines who live together at home
to share the same space to snuggle with each other or, if they prefer some time
apart, to hang out on another floor in the suite.
In addition to boarding, Creature Comforts offers “Playcare,” doggy day care,
for half or full days. Always receiving ample attention, this is where pups can
mingle with others, get their sniff on, or play some ball. Playcare is available as
a standalone service or can be added to your pet’s boarding for an extra fee.
At their downtown location
they even have “Small Dog
Wednesday” where little
dogs can spend their day
hanging out with other pups
of their own stature. This day
may be instituted at her new
facility in northwest Tucson
soon.
Coming soon to the northwest
Canelo inspects the new outdoor dog areas
Tucson facility is also a dog
park! Available to everyone, as long as your pup is vaccinated of course, dogs
can hang out and play with each other for a daily or monthly fee.
All pet parents are encouraged to bring their dog’s or cat’s normal food and
treats and even their own bed. Beth states that having their own treats, in
addition to the ones that Creature Comforts keeps in stock, helps them to feel
as much at home as possible and that’s what their goal is. And, as safety is
paramount, Beth points out that all dogs who attend Playcare or want to stay the
night need to be fully vaccinated for the safety of all the animals at the facility.
Dogs or cats with special dietary needs or who receive special food prepared
for them are always welcome as well. Creature Comforts is happy to follow
custom dietary guidelines for each animal and can refrigerate or freeze food as
necessary. In addition, they offer
half-price discounts for foster pets
and for animal rescue facilities,
as long as proper paperwork is
provided. Beth recognizes the
value that rescue groups offer
having operated one in the past
and this is one way that she can
give back.
The northwest Tucson Creature
Comforts Pet Resorts is now open
and is eager to see new tails and noses! Reach them at (520) 579-5678 or
CCPR-NW@CreatureComfortsPetResorts.com.
Canelo, a 14 year old rescue dog

Business Spotlight
Garage Sale Clearance Center
Story and Photos by Brian Pettipiece
Some would say that Tucson
is a large town with a local
feel and Roy Alexander and
Kathy Masters are doing
their best to keep that feeling
alive. The Garage Sale
Clearance Center resides
in a ten thousand square
foot warehouse enclosing
a myriad treasure trove of
objects large and small.
The Tupperware Room
Amidst the numerous aisles
full of figurines, dishware, knick-knacks, artwork and sporting goods,
there’s a Tupperware room, a Picture Frame Room (where all frames
are $1), a Linens Room and a room that one might affectionately call
“the room of a thousand lamps” (in reality there’s only about 200). In
the back you’ll find three thousand square feet of furniture including
couches, beds, tables, desks, treadmills, not to mention the electronics,
DVD’s, golf ball monogrammer, pant press and glassware that you’ll
pass as you make your way back there. To just call it a thrift store feels
like a gross understatement.
Roy almost started the Clearance Center by accident. He had originally
rented the warehouse as a storage space for all the things that he had
accumulated over the years, a space for “all my junk,” as he puts it.
He was storing things at home then “Kathy couldn’t get her car in the
garage” anymore. After that, as Kathy puts it, “I kicked him out.” Roy
then found the warehouse and started buying more things, then started
selling things locally online. As he would put things out on tables in
the warehouse for the prospective buyers to come view them, “literally
people just started stopping,” even without a sign on the building. If the
door was open, they were stopping to peruse his merchandise, and it
blossomed into a full-fledged business for them.
Most of the items in the
warehouse come from
estate sales or assisted
living facilities. Roy
estimates they pick up
at least three to five
estate sales a week.
They purchase the
sales in their entirety,
not cherry picking as
Aisles and aisles of treasure await discovery
some other outfits do,
even taking the things that aren’t worth anything, and even sometimes
hauling their garbage away if they need it. He recalls his own experience
when his wife passed away. He had to pay someone to take her stuff
away, stuff that, by his estimate, was probably worth in excess of tenthousand dollars. He says that nine times out of ten they pay for the
merchandise because he knows that there’s value in it. So, in a way,
he feels like he’s helping others to be more fortunate than he was. The
picks-ups are probably what he enjoys the most. It’s so much fun. That is
the just most fun in the world,” Roy loves helping others out.

One of the most noticeable items
at the store can’t be missed as
you park in the parking lot: a lifesized steel horse and stagecoach
created by artisans in Mexico
and another life-sized longhorn
steer also made of steel. While
these items might seem out of
place at other stores in town,
they seem to fit right in at Roy
and Kathy’s Clearance Center.

Steel horses and stagecoach

They have so much new merchandise coming in the store that some
regular customers come in every day just to see what’s new. A true mom
and pop shop, Roy and
Cathy say they probably
know seventy to eighty
percent of the people that
come through the door.
“We probably empty out
three houses a week out
of here,” so there’s plenty
of turnover and always
something new to see,
and that keeps people
Steel bison and native Americans on horseback
coming back. In addition
to the large amount of merchandise going in and out of the store, it’s
also organized in an orderly fashion so that people can easily find what
they’re looking for. “We try to present it like, if we were going into a
store, what would we want to see.”
Keeping with the local feel, they also donate merchandise to local
charities, charities that Roy personally vets to be sure that they are
upstanding and worthwhile. In addition, Roy sells to other thrift stores
in town, giving them a discount. “They don’t have the space that we
have” and therefore must cherry-pick their merchandise, fitting it into
their already crowded showrooms. While space isn’t something that the
Garage Sale Clearance Center is short on, they are in the process of
finding another warehouse to store their growing supply of merchandise.
“The store’s been good to us. We’ve been open five years now and
haven’t had to touch any of our retirement money,” Roy says as he leans
back into the oversized couch in his office that doubles as a break
room and then places a pillow behind his head. “Sometimes I come in
here and take a little cat nap,” he says with a smile, a smile that never
really leaves his face. For Roy, their business is a labor of love. He loves
collecting things that others might disregard as junk and being able to
make a living doing something that he loves makes the whole adventure
worthwhile.
The Garage Sale Clearance Center can be found at 8300 S. Nogales
Hwy. They are open 7 days a week from 10-5 and can be reached
at (520) 256-1768 or at GarageSaleClearanceCenter.com. See the
coupon in their ad on page 4 and get 20% off!
www.thetucsondog.com
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Pet Directory

AGILITY

Creature Comforts Pet Resorts
Central Location
2104 E. 13th St., Tucson
(520) 792-4500
Northwest Location
7031 N. Camino Martin
(520) 579-5678
We Speak Pet…All dialects!
The Health & Happiness of
your pets is our #1 goal

The Dog Complex
4235 W. Ina Rd., #121, Tucson
(520) 477-7768
www.dogcomplexaz.com
Indoor/Outdoor. Foundations through
advanced group and private lessons

Sabino Canyon Pet Resort
2001 N. Sabino Canyon Rd., Tucson
(520) 290-8181
Sabinocanyonpetresort.com
Tucson’s Premier full-service boarding
For dogs, cats and exotic animals

ACUPUNTURE
Pegasus Veterinary Center
11650 E. Speedway Blvd., Tucson
(520) 296-0480
Holistically Conventional Veterinary
Medicine for dogs, cats & horses

ANIMAL
COMMUNICATOR
Animal Soul Connection
Alison Martin
(308) 391-1540
Compassion Animal Communication
Reiki & Holistic Care Consultations
www.animalsoulconnection.com
Ann Hoff
(520) 349-3909
Solve Behavioral issues, medical Intuitive,
talk to the other side, lost pets
annmariehoff@aol.com
www.annhoff.com

BOARDING
Buhrke’s Pet Resort
8181 W. Tangerine Rd., Marana
(520) 682-4114
buhrkepetresort.com
Boarding - Grooming - Training
Rattlesnake Avoidance Training
Camp Bow Wow Tucson
16725 N. Oracle Rd., Tucson
(520) 742-6476
Campbowwow.com/Tucson
Day Camp, Boarding,
Grooming, Training

VCA Valley Animal Hospital &
Emergency Center
4984 E. 22nd St., Tucson
(520) 748-0331
Vcahospitals.com
24 Hour Emergency Care
Exotic Animal Care, Boarding/Grooming
VCA Valley Animal Hospital
of Sahuarita
15990 S. Rancho Sahuarita Blvd., Ste.130
Sahuarita
(520) 308-3464
VCAvalleysahuarita.com
Store.vcavalleysahuarita.com

At-Home-Kennels
9575 E. Millmar Rd., Tucson
(520) 722-3162
At-home-kennels.com
Your pets home away from home
Boarding, Daycare, Grooming

Camp Jimmydog LLC
Serving Tucson & Surrounding areas
(520) 360-5026
www.campjimmydog.com
Cage Free Boarding & Daycare
Providing quality care and lots of
love in our home since 2006

The Tucson Dog

VCA Animal Health Hospital
2560 S. Harrison Road, Tucson
(520) 885-2364
VCAanimalhealthhospital.com
Store.vcaanimalhealthhospital.com
Boarding and Grooming available

DOGGY DAY CARE

Camp Doganuga
7021 N. Penny Place., Tucson
(520) 906-6944
Boarding and daycare at home
with Lots of Love and care!
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Sol Dog Lodge & Training Center
1895 W. Prince Rd.,
Tucson, AZ 85705
(520) 345-0075
Soldoglodge.com
For All Dogs and the
People Who Love Them!

Camp Bow Wow Tucson
16725 N. Oracle Rd., Tucson
(520) 742-6476
Campbowwow.com/Tucson
Boarding, Kennels, Day Care,
Grooming & Training
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Creature Comforts Pet Resorts
Central Location
2104 E. 13th St., Tucson
(520) 792-4500
Northwest Location
7031 N. Camino Martin, Tucson
(520) 579-5678
creaturecomfortspetresort.com
We speak Pet….All dialects!
The Health & Happiness of
your pets is our #1 goal

EMERGENCY
VETERINARY CARE
VCA Valley Animal Hospital
& Emergency Center
4984 E. 22nd St., Tucson
(520) 748-0331
Vcahospitals.com
24 Hour Emergency Care
Exotic Animal Care, Boarding/Grooming

CHARITABLE ANIMAL
NON-PROFITS
Friends of PACC
P.O. Box 85370, Tucson
(520) 610-4915
friendsofpacc.org
Supporting the efforts of PACC
to save the lives of pets in need.
No Kill Pima County
P.O.Box 86231, Tucson
(520) 477-7401
Nokillpimacounty.org
Working to end the needless killing of
shelter animals in Pima County
Shock-Free Coalition
(844) 462-6473
Email: support@shockfree.org
Shockfree.org/chapters/arizona
Engaging and educating about the care
and training of pets

GROOMING
At-Home-Kennels
9575 E. Millmar Rd., Tucson
(520) 722-3162
At-home-kennels.com
Your pets home away from home
Boarding, Daycare & Grooming
Camp Bow Wow Tucson
16725 N. Oracle Rd., Tucson
(520) 742-6476
Campbowwow.com/Tucson
Day Camp, Boarding,
Grooming, Training

Creature Comforts Pet Resorts
Central Location
2104 E. 13th St., Tucson
(520) 792-4500
Northwest Location
7031 N. Camino Martin
(520) 579-5678
We Speak Pet…All dialects!
The Health & Happiness of
your pets is our #1 goal
Grooming by Suze
17660 W. Oatman Rd
Marana, AZ 85653
(520) 234-4808
NW Marana Area
40 years experience
Groomingdales Pet Salon
4759 N. 1st. Ave., Tucson
(520) 292-9436
groomingdalestucson.com
Providing caring, knowledgeable grooming
And day boarding for over 20 years
K-9 Korral
6520 E. 22nd St., Tucson
(520) 777-7544
baddogkarma@gmail.com
30 Years in business
Best service & lowest prices
My Spoiled Pooch
6979 E. Broadway., Ste. 131, Tucson
(520) 278-8772
mspdogs.com
Dog grooming at its finest!
Perfect Love Pet Grooming
7040 E. Old Vail Rd., Tucson
(520) 620-9250
perfectlovepetgrooming.com
Your pet is groomed with love
Daycare and Boarding
Sabino Canyon Pet Resort
2001 N. Sabino Canyon Rd., Tucson
(520) 290-8181
Sabinocanyonpetresort.com
Top quality, expert grooming with
knowledgeable professional pet stylist
Teddy’s Dog House
Premier Grooming
3906 W. Ina Rd., Ste. 204, Tucson
(520) 744-1965
Premier Groomer for over 24 years
NW – BBB+Rating
VCA Animal Health Hospital
2560 S. Harrison Road, Tucson
(520)885-2364
VCAanimalhealthhospital.com
Store.vcaanimalhealthhospital.com
Boarding and Grooming available

VCA Valley Animal Hospital
& Emergency Center
4984 E. 22nd St., Tucson
(520) 748-0331
Vcahospitals.com
24 Hour Emergency Care
Exotic Animal Care, Boarding/Grooming
VCA Valley Animal Hospital of Sahuarita
15990 S. Rancho Sahuarita Blvd.,
Ste.130, Sahuarita
(520) 308-3464
VCAvalleysahuarita.com
Store.vcavalleysahuarita.com
Boarding and Grooming available
Velvet Bow Pet Grooming
Eastside 520-885-7387
Southeast 520-668-1581
Northeast 520-760-8750
Mobile Grooming 520-334-8333
www.velvetbowpetgrooming.com
Experienced in all breeds of dogs & cats.

GROOMING
MOBILE
Kelly’s Pooch Pawlor
Mobile Grooming
(520) 500-6510
Kellyloves2groom@gmail.com
Grooming Your dogs at your Home
in a mobile salon
Velvet Bow Mobile Pet Grooming
(520) 334-8333
www.velvetbowpetgrooming.com
Experienced in all breeds of dogs & cats.

PET CARPET
CLEANERS
Oro Valley Carpet Cleaners
(520) 331-7777
Orovalleycarpetcleaners.com
Carpet, Tile & Furniture Cleaning Experts
PAWS-itively PAW-fect or no charge!

PET FOOD
& SUPPLIES
Desert Pet
4810 E. 22nd St., Tucson
(520) 745-5158
Over 30 years – all your pets needs
Boarding for birds & small animals.
Reptile care – Quality food & products

PET PORTRAITS
Woolly Pals Pet Portraits, LLC
(520) 222-2732
www.woollypals.com
Needle-felted pet portraits using sheep
fiber on a recycled wool canvas

PET SITTING

TRAINING

All About Services by Annie
(520) 990-6464
servicesbyannie@gmail.com
servicesbyannie.com
Pet & House Sitting, Elder Support,
Errands, Projects, Outstanding References

Building Bonds
3755 E 34th Street #109, Tucson
(520) 775-2663
Positive training for dogs and parrots
Group and private training

The Kritter Sitters
(520) 404-2168
Call or Text
Loving care when you’re not there
In your home pet care

PET URINE & ODOR
CONTROL
Dr. Clean Home Care
(520) 245-3284
TheKingofFloorCare.com
Mold/Mildew/Urine/Sewage/Smoke
Fire/Floor/Aerial Dispersement

SHELTERS/
RESCUES
Humane Society
of Southern AZ
635 W. Roger Rd., Tucson
(520) 321-3704
HSSAZ.org
Helping homeless pets for 72 years
Pima Animal Care Center
4000 N. Silverbell Rd., Tucson
(520) 724-5900
pimaanimalcare.org
Pima County’s only safety net
shelter for pets in need
Pima Animal Care Center
Ajo Substation
1259 Well Rd., Ajo
(520) 387-7502
pimaanimalcare.org
Pima County’s only safety net
shelter for pets In need
Rescue A Golden of AZ
P.O. Box 71987, Phoenix
(520) 360-4414
Golden-Retriever.org
tucson@golden-Retriever
Non-profit statewide Rescue
Re-homimg Goldens since 1998
The Animal League
of Green Valley
1600 W. Duval Mine Rd.
Green Valley
(520) 625-3170
talgv.org
A private, donation funded, all
volunteer, 501(c)(3) non profit

Camp Bow Wow Tucson
16725 N. Oracle Rd., Tucson
(520) 742-6476
campbowwow.com/Tucson
Day Camp, Boarding,
Grooming &Training
Pups Up Training &
Wizard Service Dogs
3665 S. Neal Ave., Tucson
(207) 539-9188
Group & Individual Classes
Professional Dog Training where
work is play
The Complete Canine
4767 N. 1st. Ave., Tucson
(520) 403-1401
www.completecaninetucson.com
Changing Lives using Positive Methods

VETERINARIANS
Acoma Animal Clinic
6781 N. Thornydale., Ste. 207, Tucson
(520) 297-3593
acomaanimalclinictucson.com
We treat all kinds of animals
Yes, even pocket pets!
Adobe Veterinary Care
8300 E. Tanque Verde Rd., Tucson
(520) 546-8387
adobevetcenter.com
Compassionate high-quality care to Cats/
Dogs, Horses & Livestock
Humane Society
of Southern AZ Clinic
635 W. Roger Rd., Tucson
(520) 321-3704
HSSAZ.org
Low Cost Spay-Neuter Clinic
Low Cost Vaccinations and Microchipping

Rincon Vista
Veterinary Center
1122 S. Pantano Rd., Tucson
(520) 298-3319
rinconvistavet.com
Full line of services including
wellness care, vaccinations & more
VCA Animal Health Hospital
2560 S. Harrison Road, Tucson
(520) 885-2364
VCAanimalhealthhospital.com
Store.vcaanimalhealthhospital.com
VCA Valley Animal Hospital
& Emergency Center
4984 E. 22nd St., Tucson
(520) 748-0331
Store.vcavalleytucson.com
Dentistry, ER Care, Exotic Animal Care
Preventive Care, Boarding & Grooming
VCA Valley Animal Hospital
of Sahuarita
15990 S. Rancho Sahuarita Blvd.,
Ste.130, Sahuarita
(520) 308-3464
VCAvalleysahuarita.com
Store.vcavalleysahuarita.com

VETERINARIANS EQUINE/LIVESTOCK
Adobe Veterinary Care
8300 E. Tanque Verde Rd., Tucson
(520) 546-8387
adobevetcenter.com
Compassionate high-quality care to cats/
dogs, horses & Livestock

VETERINARIANS SPECIALTIES
Snip A Pit
FREE Spay/Neuter for
Pit Bull or Pit Bull Mixes
owned by low-income residents of Pima
County. For more info go to:
SnipAPit.com or SmilingDogRescue.com

Pantano Animal Hospital
8333 E. 22nd St., Tucson
(520) 885-3594
Premiere Veterinary Hospital
Open 6 days a week
Pegasus Veterinary Center
11650 E. Speedway Blvd., Tucson
(520) 296-0480
Holistically Conventional Veterinary
Medicine for dogs, cats & horses

www.thetucsondog.com
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Kids and Animals
Animal League of Green Valley - School’s Out and the Interns are In
Story by Bella Wexler     Photos by John Stockbower
Many teenagers look
forward to summer break
for the freedom to relax,
yet many Green Valley
locals have decided that
the best way to kick back
after a long school year is
to give back at their local
animal shelter. For nine
years, Animal League of
Green Valley has offered
local, high school age
teens the opportunity to
engage in a meaningful
summer internship. This
program builds community
bonds across species
and generations as teen
volunteers learn to engage well with animals and work together with the adult,
often elderly volunteers. The age gap between volunteers is bridged by this
program’s ability to unite two generations of people by their shared animal
rights values. It creates an “intercultural ambience”, says Jean Davis, president
of the shelter’s board of directors and Youth Internship Program Coordinator.
Jean became involved with Animal League of Green Valley after she retired
from teaching. She was inspired by the founder’s experiences with hospice
patients whose primary worry was what would happen to their pets in the end.
Now, Animal League of Green Valley is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization with
a lasting impact on animals and people alike. Overseeing the Youth Interns has
given Jean “so much faith in the next generation” of animal welfare advocates.
Through this program, she has witnessed teens blossom from their weeks of
demonstrated compassion by choice. The element of choice is a key factor
in what makes this program’s members so phenomenal. Not many teenagers
would willingly jump into a regular, unpaid internship as a service to their
community the second school gets out for summer break. But Animal League of
Green Valley’s Youth Interns are eager to make this choice, trading in a couple
hours a week for the chance to
improve animal lives.
In order to become part of this
program, candidates submit applications via the Animal League
website which inquire about their
motivation to participate, selfassessment of their work ethic,
experience as animal caregivers,
and parental permission. All
those who fulfill the application
requirements satisfactorily are
granted acceptance into the
program. Before the internship
begins, applicants are invited to
an orientation during which they
split up into groups of ten to tour
the facility and fill out paperwork
32
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regarding their preferences and availability. Once they’ve signed up, they
have three days of training to learn how to safely handle animals and how to
respond when prospective adopters express interest in an animal, among other
things. All in all, the members of the Youth Internship Program (often referred
to as “YIP”s) assume the same responsibilities around the shelter as the adult
volunteers. This includes cleaning up after the animals, feeding and walking the
animals, socializing with them, and acting as the “eyes and ears” of the shelter
by observing animal behavior and reporting potential health issues. YIPs begin
the Summer working a maximum of four hours per week. However, those who
are interested in committing more time by the end of the second week may add
more hours to their schedules for the remainder of the eight-week program.
In addition to donating their time, YIPs also surrender their electronic device
privileges each day they come to the shelter. By relinquishing their technology
access each visit, they don’t have to worry about responding to the next text or
checking the notifications that just came in. “In a way, they seem to be more
relaxed without them,”
says Jean. At Animal
League of Green Valley,
youth interns get a muchneeded chance to check
out from the internet and
check in to the shelter
to truly engage with the
animals and productively
complete their required
tasks. Of course, once
they have finished their
work, the interns are
welcome to pick up their
phones to take photos
with the animals if they
so desire. These teenagers voluntarily exchanging some electronic screen time
for some uninterrupted work to support pets in need truly lives up to their YIP
T-shirt slogan, “The Future of Animal Rescue” and I would argue it earns them
a reputation as current philanthropic leaders, too.
The Youth Internship program
at Animal League of Green
Valley is a remarkable program
that offers high schoolers the
opportunity to make valuable
contributions to the lives of
adoptable pets while building
stronger relationships with
peers and adult volunteers. To
get involved and learn more
about the Animal League
mission or apply for a position
as a youth intern, visit https://
talgv.org. The youth interns
are “a joy to all of us here”,
according to Jean. And, to all
of us who aren’t there, they are
an inspiration.

Dog Park Listings
TUCSON DOG PARKS
Christopher Columbus Park
4600 N. Silverbell Road
Hours: Dawn to dusk
(520) 791-4873.
Gene C. Reid Park:
Miko’s Corner Playground
Country Club and 22nd Street
Use Picnic Place or Concert Place
entrances off Country Club
Hours: 7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
(520) 791-4873
Named after Miko, a TPD police dog
that lost its life in the line of duty.
Jacobs Park
3300 N. Fairview Avenue
Hours: Dawn to dusk
(520) 791-4873.
This small off-leash area is located
on west side of Jacobs Park.
Morris K. Udall Park
7290 E. Tanque Verde Road
Hours: 6:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
(520) 791-4873

Palo Verde Park
300 S. Mann Avenue
(south of Broadway, west of Kolb)
Hours: 6:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
(520) 791-4873.
Purple Heart Park:
Ivan’s Spot
10050 E. Rita Road
Rita Road near Rees Loop
Hours: 7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
(520) 791-4873.
Named after Ivan, a TPD police dog
lost in the line of duty
Sixth Avenue Dog Park
2075 N. 6th Avenue
Hours: Dawn to dusk
(520) 791-4873.
Brandi Fenton Memorial Park
3482 E. River Road
(River Road and Dodge Road)
Hours: Dawn to dusk
(520) 724-5000
Flowing Wells Park
5510 N. Shannon Road
(north of Curtis Road)
Hours: Dawn to dusk
(520) 724-5000

George Mehl Family Foothills
Park – Smiling Dog Ranch
4000 E. River Road
(River Road and Pontatoc Road)
Hours: Dawn to dusk
(520) 724-5000
McDonald District Park
4100 N. Harrison Road
(Harrison Road and Prospect Lane)
Hours: Dawn to dusk
(520) 724-5000
Northwest Community
Neighborhood Park
7601 N. Mona Lisa Road
(Mona Lisa Road and Magee Road)
Hours: Dawn to dusk
(520) 724-5000
Smiling Dog Ranch Dog Park
4110 E River Road
Star Valley Park
6852 W. Brightwater Way
(Brightwater Way and Wade Road)
Hours: Dawn to dusk
(520) 724-5000

ORO VALLEY DOG PARKS
Naranja Park
810 W. Naranja Drive
Oro Valley, AZ 85737
Hours: Open daily · 6AM–10PM
(520) 229-5050
James D. Kriegh Park
23 W Calle Concordia,
Oro Valley, AZ 85704
Hours: Open daily · 6AM–10PM
(520) 229-5050
SAHUARITA DOG PARKS
Quail Creek Dog Park
1905 S Old Nogales Hwy,
Green Valley, AZ 85614
Hours:Open daily · 6AM–10PM
(520) 822-8896
Anamax Dog Park
17501 S Camino De Las Quintas
Sahuarita, AZ 85629
Hours: Open daily · 6AM–10PM
(520) 445-7850

6781 N. Thornydale, Suite 207 • Tucson, AZ 85741

(520) 297-3593

Serving Tucson, AZ with exceptional
veterinary care for over 30 years!

We treat all types
of pets and animals,
yes even pocket pets.

Bring this ad for

1/2 OFF YOUR
1 ST TIME EXAM
($23.50) value.

www.thetucsondog.com
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From the Directors Desk
Your Help Saves Lives During PACC’s Busy Summer Months
Story by Kristen Hassen-Auerbach, Director of Animal Services
In April, PACC took in 1,540 pets. For any
animal shelter, that’s a lot, but PACC has
one of the highest per capita intake rates
in the U.S.

Director of Animal Services
at Pima Animal Care Center
Kristen Hassen-Auerbach
with her dog Peanut

During the period between April and
October, PACC staff and volunteers work
around-the-clock to deal with the challenges
brought on by this seasonal influx. We’ve
been surprised to learn that most people,
even in our own community, don’t know
that we are one of the bigger shelters in the
country and that certain times of the year
are especially crowded.
Here are a few PACC facts
related to our busy season
you may not know.

We take in a LOT of animals.
Chicago’s municipal shelter takes in about
as many pets as PACC, but has a population
of about 3 million people, as opposed to 1
million in the Tucson metro area. We take in
more animals primarily because in warmer
climates pets are capable of breeding
several times each spring and summer,
instead of the one-time per season typical
in colder places. Additionally, spay and
neuter is more common in the northern and
eastern parts of the U.S. where it’s unusual
in many places to see puppies being born.
In places like Massachusetts and Maine,
there is even talk of selective breeding
of shelter pets because they ‘don’t have
enough pets’ to adopt! The bottom line is
we take in a lot of animals because of our
climate and fewer pets being sterilized.

us sadder than seeing a silver whiskered pet sit and wait way too long for a
foster or adoptive home.
What’s the toughest thing for PACC staff and volunteers in
the spring and summer? In our busy season, we’re taking in 60 to 100
animals each day. We frequently see pets who have been subjected to cruelty
and neglect, animals who are dying from illness and injury, and cats and dogs
being surrendered when their owners face a life crisis or lose their housing. In
addition to being really tired, we often feel emotionally overwhelmed and even
hopeless at times because of the sheer number of pets who need our help. The
good news is that intake does slow down in the fall and winter and we get to
catch our breath, but this time of year can feel like it will never end.
What’s the best part of
helping out at PACC during
these months? People just
like you are the key to us saving
as many lives as possible and
seeing volunteers, donors, foster
caregivers and rescue groups walk
through the door means the world
to the people and pets at PACC.
We believe ‘it takes a village’ to
save all the pets, and we never
say no to a helping hand. During
the summer you can help us bottle
feed kittens, alleviate the boredom
of our bouncy dogs through
Kitten in incubator as Kittens
exercise and enrichment, or help
this small need help regulating
us at adoption events around Pima
their body temperature
County. The best part? When you
adopt or foster a pet during our busy season, you know you are truly saving a
life. We are proud that because of our new facility, we have not had to make
the impossible decision to euthanize due to lack of space and we rely on the
community to help us when we near capacity. That’s why you’ll see so many
urgent pleas during the summer months – it’s because we are full or close to full!
So consider helping out. You’ll be glad you did.

What exactly happens in spring
Kitten being fed bottle babies
to increase the number of pets
take a lot of dedicated work
from our fosters.
coming in? Starting in late March, we
begin to receive puppies and kittens as well as pregnant moms. They range
in age from newly born all the way through several months old, but they’re all
especially susceptible to life-threatening illnesses like distemper, Parvovirus and
Calicivirus. That’s why we move as quickly as possible to get them to rescue and
foster homes, where they remain until they’re fully vaccinated and ready to be
spayed or neutered and adopted. Additionally, we get a sharp increase in pets
who have been hit by cars or injured by other animals. From April to October,
our medical ICU and recovery areas are full every single day.
How does fostering help? In 2018, we relied on foster caregivers to
help us when we were at critical capacity. Fosters took in a total of 5,080
pets last year, with a large percentage of these going to foster during our busy
months. Foster caregivers help us make room for incoming animals and provide
humane, around-the-clock care for our must vulnerable pets. If you want to
foster during the summer but don’t want to be awake all night with puppies and
kittens, consider fostering a senior dog or cat. Seniors tend to get overlooked
when there is a plethora of adorable young animals and almost nothing makes
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Dogs enjoying play group. Left (Chico) Right (Arizona Ruby, Adopted)

The Complete Canine
Our mission is to support you in the
quest to better understand, train,
and communicate with your pets.

Professional Dog Trainer
& Doggie Day Care
4767 N. First Ave
(520) 403-1401
CompleteCanineTucson.com
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Open 7am to 7pm

MINGDALE

Tues - Sat
8 am - 4 pm

Service & Assistance

S

All Breeds
Dogs & Cats
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•

Diabetic Alert

•

Hearing Alert

Psychiatric Service

www.groomingdalestucson.com

•

BAJA CAFE LOGO

THE
PROFESSIONAL
PET SALON
FINAL
ARTWORK
VETERINARIAN RECOMMENDED
Doggie Day Care • Gentle Expert Handling
Nail Clipping • Appointment Requested

•

Therapy

Well-Mannered Pet

(520) 292-9436 • 4759 N. 1st Ave. (just south of the River)

Breakfast,
brunch or lunch...
!
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Three locations
OPEN DAILY
6 am - 2 pm

7002 E Broadway Blvd, Tucson AZ 85710
2970 N Campbell Ave, Tucson AZ 85719
3930 W Ina Rd Ste 322, Tucson AZ 85741

C10 M25 Y80 K0
R231 G188 B81

C5 M75 Y75 K0
R230 G101 B74

C70 M80 Y40 K25
R86 G62 B94

C50 M60 Y80 K45
R90 G70 B46

Designed by: Jum Vencilao
Email Add: jvencilao@gmail.com
Skype: jum.vencilao
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Shelters, Rescues & Resources
Animal League of Green Valley
Onsite Adoptions
7 days a week – 10a-2p
1600 West Duval Mine Rd.
Green Valley 85614
(520) 625-3170
www.talgv.org

Pima Paws for Life
Onsite Adoptions
7 Days A Week
7a-11a & 3p-7p
2555 W. Zinnia Ave.
Tucson 85705
(520) 867-1193
info@pimapawsforlife.org
www.pimapawsforlife.org

HOPE Animal Shelter
Onsite Adoptions
Mon-Thurs, by appointment
Fri-Sat-Sun noon-4p
8950 N. Joplin Ln.
Tucson 85742
(520) 792-9200
www.hopeanimalshelter.net

The Hermitage Cat Rescue
& Sanctuary
Onsite Adoptions
Tues-Sat 10a-5p
5278 E. 21st St.
Tucson 85711
(520) 571-7839
www.hermitagecatshelter.org

Humane Society of Southern Arizona
Main Campus
Onsite Adoptions
Mon-Sat 11a-6p
Sun: noon-5p
Closed Major Holidays
635 W. Roger Rd.
Tucson 85705
(520) 321-3704
www.hssaz.org

Local Rescues

Area Shelters

HSSAZ Pawsh @ Park Place
Onsite Adoptions
Mon-Sat 10a-6p
Sunday 11a-5p
5870 E. Broadway Blvd.
Tucson 85711
(520) 881-7406
PAWSitively Cats No Kill Shelter
Onsite Adoptions
Mon-Sat 10a-2p
1145 N. Woodland Ave.
Tucson 85712
(520) 289-2747
savecats@PAWSitivelycats.org
www.PAWSitivelycats.org
Paws Patrol
750 W. Camino Casa Verde
Green Valley 85614
(520) 207-4024
www.greenvalleypawspatrol.org
Pima Animal Care Center
Onsite Adoptions
Weekdays noon-7p
Weekends 10a-5p
4000 N. Silverbell Rd.
Tucson 85745
(520) 724-5900
Ajo Substation
Onsite Adoptions
Mon-Wed-Fri 11a-1p
Wed 4:30-6:30p
1259 Well Rd.
Ajo 85321
(520) 387-7502
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Animal Rescue Foundation Tucson
ARFTucson@Gmail.com
(520) 319-9292
BARK (BabyAnimal Rescue Koalition)
585 E Wetmore Rd.
Tucson 85705
barkntucson@AOL.com
facebook.com/BARKTucson/
Central Arizona Animal Rescue
Mike@caaronline.org
facebook.com/CentralArizona
AnimalRescue/
www.caaronline.org
Cochise Canine Rescue
Pomerene 85627
(520) 212-1718
info@cochisecaninerescue.org
www.cochisecaninerescue.org
Coalition of All Breed Rescues Arizona
(CABRA)
Phoenix
arizonaweimaranerrescue@cox.net
(623) 931-1428
www.cabra.org

RUFF Rescue
www.ruffrescuetucson.com
ruffrescuetucson@gmail.com
(520) 490-0401 or (520) 339-0841
SAFE (Saving Animals from Euthanasia)
(520) 349-8637 or (520) 250-5080
www.safeanimals.com
Save-A-Bull Rescue
www.saveabullrescue.org
Saving at Risk Animals
(520) 499-0546
www.savingatriskanimals.org

Tucson Feral Coalition
(520) 256-0443
tucsonferal@gmail.com
Info about TNR (Trap, Neuter Return)
FREE Spay/Neuter of Feral Cats
Low-Cost Spay/Neuter of owned cats

Specific Breed Rescues
AIREDALE
Southwest Airedale Terrier Rescue
Tucson,
(800) 688-1402
AKITA
Akita Advocates Relocation Team
Glendale
(602) 882-5482

The Sanctuary Project
(800) 691-9168

AUSTRALIAN CATTLE DOG/HEELER
Arizona Cattle Dog Rescue
Flagstaff
(480) 442-ACDR(2237)
www.ArizonaCattleDogRescue.org

Tucson Cold Wet Noses
info@tucsoncoldwetnoses.com
www.tucsoncoldwetnoses.com

AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD
Aussie & Friends
Payson
www.aussiefriendsrescue.com

Tucson2Tails
(520) 812-5682
Tucson2Tails@Gmail.com

Amazing Aussie Lethal White Rescue
Mesa
www.AmazingAussies.com

Tucson’s Cause For Canines
(520) 283-3423
TucsonCFC@gmail.com
facebook.com/TucsonsCFC/
www.tucsoncauseforcanines.org

BASSET HOUND
AZ Basset Hound Rescue
Gilbert
(602) 225-7800
www.azbassetrescue.org

Wild Hearts Rescue Ranch
(520) 661-4522
wildheartsforcrow@gmail.com
www.wildheartsrescue.org

Bird/Reptile Rescues
Tucson Parrot Rescue
(520) 747-0554
tucsonparrotrescue@gmail.com

Cat Rescues
Hearts That Purr-Feline Guardians
(520) 297-3780

In the Arms of Angels
(520) 873-8135
inthearmsofangels@gmail.com

The Hermitage Cat Rescue & Sanctuary
5278 E. 21st St.
Tucson 85711
(520) 571-7839

Lil’ Bit Of Love Rescue
lilbitofloverescue@gmail.com
(520) 869-9537
https://www.facebook.com/
lilbitofloverescue/
http://www.lilbitoflove.com/

PAWSitively Cats No Kill Shelter1145 N. Woodland Ave.
Tucson 85712
(520) 289-2747
savecats@PAWSitivelycats.org

Miss Maggie May’s Rescue
(520) 603-6908
missmaggiemay@cox.net

Paws Patrol
750 W. Camino Casa Verde
Green Valley 85614
(520) 207-4024

RAD Rescue Inc.
Rehabbing and Advocating for Dogs
www.radrescueinc.com
radrescueinc@gmail.com

SOS Cat Rescue AZ
Cortaro 85652
(520) 445-3889
info@SOScatrescueAZ.org
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Feral Cat Assistance

BEAGLE
Southern AZ Beagle Rescue
Tucson
(520) 247-7720
Information@soazbeaglerescue.com
BELGIAN MALINOIS
Saving Paws Rescue
German Shepherd &
Belgian Malinois Rescue
Phoenix
(480) 737-6089
www.savingpawsrescueaz.com
BERNESE MOUNTAIN DOG
Arizona Bernese Mountain Dog Rescue
Phoenix
(480) 415-5008
www.bernesemountaindogrescue.com
BORDER COLLIE
Arizona Border Collie Rescue
(520) 906-0669
www.azbordercollierescue.com
CHIHUAHUA
Arizona Chihuahua Rescue
Mesa 85208
(480) 844-2447
www.azchihuahuarescue.org
Chiquita Chihuahua Rescue
Small Breeds & Special Needs
(480) 299-4349
The Chi Society
thechisociety@gmail.com
www.thechisociety.org

COCKER SPANIEL &
POMERANIANS
Mostly Cockers & Poms
(520) 822-6411
www.mostlycockersandpoms.com
COLLIE
Southwest Collie Rescue
www.nmcollierescue.com
(520) 896-9075
DACHSHUND
Dachshunds Only Rescue
Serving Statewide
(602) 550-4088
www.dachshundsonlyrescue.com
DOBERMAN
Desert Harbor Doberman Rescue
(602) 553-8433
www.azdoberreescue.org
GERMAN SHEPHERD
For The Love of German
Shepherds Rescue
Phoenix
www.4TheLoveOFGS.petfinder.com
Saving Paws Rescue AZ German
Shepherd & Belgian Malinois Rescue
Phoenix
(480) 737-6089
www.savingpawsrescueaz.com
White German Shepherd Rescue
whitegsdrescue@aol.com
www.WGSDR.com
GOLDEN RETRIEVER
Rescue A Golden of AZ
Tucson
(520) 360-4414
tucson@golden-retriever.org
Southern AZ Golden Retriever Rescue
Oro Valley
contact@sagrr.org
(520) 792-4653
www.sagrr.org
GREAT PYRENEES
Arizona Great Pyrenees Dogs Association
www.azpyrs.com
GREYHOUND
Arizona Greyhound Rescue
(520) 866-7411
web@azgreyhoundrescue.org

LABRADOR RETRIEVER
Arizona Labrador & Giant Breed Rescue
Phoenix
(602) 307-LABS
www.azlabsandgiants.org
Desert Labrador Retriever Rescue
facebook.com/desertlab/
(480) 899-LABS (5227)
www.dlrrphoenix.org
Southwest Oasis Labrador Rescue
7739 E Broadway #212
Tucson, AZ 85970
(520) 230-2840
solraz.org
MINIATURE PINCHERS
MinPin Haven Rescue
(602) 402-3273
Minpinmom@hotmail.com
PITBULL
Pittie Me Rescue
Gilbert
pittiemerescue@gmail.com
facebook.com/PittieMeRescue
www.pittiemerescue.org
Save-A-Bull Rescue
www.saveabullaz.org
Smiling Dog Rescue
(520) 997-8000
www.smilingdogrescue.com
Standing Proud Pill Bull Rescue
(602) 791-5917
www.standingproudpitbulls.org
POODLE
Arizona Poodle Rescue
(602) 325-1585
www.arizonapoodlerescue.org
PUG
Arizona Pug Adoption & Rescue Network
(480) 964-3126
www.aparn.org
AZ Pug Life Rescue Society
(602) 730-0107
ROTTWEILER
AZ Desert Rotti and Pals
azdesertrottis@aol.com

Greyhound Pets of Arizona
(877) 454-DOGS (3647)
www.gpa-az.com

SAINT BERNARD
Arizona Saint Bernard Rescue
(480) 951-8495
www.saintrescue.org

Southern Arizona Greyhound Adoption
(520) 955-7421
www.sagreyhoundadoption.org
GREAT DANE
Dane Haven Inc.
Mesa
(602) 388-4370
www.danehaveninc.com

SCHNAUZER
Arizona Schnauzer Rescue, Inc.
Chandler
www.azchnauzer.org

Great Dane Rescue of AZ Alliance
Phoenix
www.greatedanerescueofazalliance.org
JACK RUSSELL
Jack Russell Rescue
Scottsdale
www.jrtconnection.com

SHARPEI
Pei People Shar Pei Rescue Inc.
Tucson
Adopt@peipeople.com
www.peipeople.com
SHELTIE
Arizona Sheltie Rescue
(520) 896-9075

www.azsheltierescue.com
SIBERIAN HUSKY
Arizona Siberian Husky Rescue
Scottsdale
(480) 498-1155 or (480) 288-1914
www.ashra.org
Paw It Forward Husky Rescue
(480) 498-1155 or (480) 288-1914
WEIMARANER
AZ Weimaraner Rescue
www.arizonaweimaranerrescue.com
WEST HIGHLAND TERRIER
Westie Rescue of Arizona
(480) 488-5711
WHIPPET
WRAP (Whippet Rescue and Placement)
(520) 326-2170
whippets@theriver.com
YORKSHIRE TERRIER
Yorkshire Terrier Rescue
www.yorkiefriendsrescue.com

Equine Rescues
& Sanctuaries
Equine Voices Rescue & Sanctuary
(520) 398-2814
www.equinevoices.org
Equine Encore Foundation
(520) 349-6008
cfolch@gmail.com
www.equineencorefoundation.org

Pig Sanctuary
Ironwood Pig Sanctuary
(520) 631-6015
www.ironwoodpigs.org

Therapeutic, Therapy &
Service Animals
1 Veteran Foundation
Service Dogs for Veterans
www.1veteranfoundation.org
Handi-Dogs
75 South Montego Dr.
Tucson 85710
(520) 326-3412
www.Handi-Dogs.org
Pet Partners of Southern Arizona
Therapy Dog Training & Volunteering
info@petpartnerssoaz.org
www.therapyanimalsaz.org
Equine Assisted Therapy Programs
T.R.A.K. (Therapeutic Ranch for Animals
and Kids)
3250 E Allen Rd.
Tucson 85718
(520) 298-9808
www.traktucson.org
Angels in Autism
4885 S. Houghton Rd. #1
Tucson 85730
(520) 820-3650
www.angelsinautismllc.com

HEART (Happy Equine Acres
Rescue & Therapy)
Tucson
(520) 445-1510
www.heartoftucson.org
Horse’n Around Rescue Ranch
& Foundation Inc.
(520) 266-0236
HorsenAroundRescue@yahoo.com
Karuna Horse Rescue
(520) 243-3267
karunarescue4sanctuary@gmail.com
https://www.karunahorserescue.org
Wildhorse Ranch Rescue
Gilbert
(866) 926-8007
www.wildhorseranchrescue.com

IMPORTANT
NUMBERS
Pima County Animal
Control Services
4000 N. Silverbell Rd., Tucson
(520) 724-5900
Pima County Pet Licensing
(520) 724-5969
Town of Marana Animal
Care Services & Pet Licensing
(520) 382-8020
Town of Sahuarita Animal Care
Services & Pet Licensing
(520) 445-7877
(520) 764-7661
If you have to give up
your pet and live in
the Town of Marana
or Sahuarita
(520) 327-6088
Poison Control Hotline
(855) 764-7661 (24 hrs. day)

www.thetucsondog.com
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Horsin’ Around
SAVER - Southern Arizona Veterinary Equine Rescue
Saving Horses from Euthanasia
Story and Photos by Colleen Keefe
Dr. Michael Hutchison has worked with rescues his
entire career. As the owner of Pegasus Veterinary
Center he was concerned that existing equine rescues
tend to spend most of their time fundraising. Dr. H, as
he is affectionately called by his staff and patients,
wanted to spend that time with the horses that
desperately needed his help.

Recent SAVER rescue
Pablo hides behind
old-time resident Sonny.

While working for other rescues, his most important
jobs were emergency visits or to euthanize. In both
cases, it was because there wasn’t vet care prior to the
emergent event. It seemed obvious to Dr. H, who has
been in practice since 1993, that a vet needs to be
involved from the beginning of the care process.

Simply put, these horses needed whole health care.
SAVER (Southern Arizona Veterinary Equine Rescue) receives its horses from three
major sources:
1. Government agencies such as the Department of Agriculture, Sherriff’s
Department, or The Animal Cruelty Task Force
2. Referrals from veterinarians of owners that had wanted to euthanize
3. Owners that want to euthanize
What sets SAVER apart from any other equine rescue in the country is that it is
located onsite at the veterinarian’s office. The grounds include stables, a tack room
and a training arena. Aside from the benefit of readily available medical services,
the arrangement allows for the horse to receive most, if not all of its care in one
place. The whole health approach encourages manageable, lasting results.
“Our goal is very different than most rescues. The most important motto that we
have are the three R’s – Rescue, Rehabilitate and Re-home. And the re-home part,
that’s how we make it work,” Dr. H said. SAVER has re-homed eleven horses so far.
The goal is to rehabilitate within a month, but some horses need more time. Unlike
a sanctuary where the animals stay as long as possible, SAVER’s goal is to get the
horses into a forever home as soon as possible.
It’s in his practice where he found
his volunteer/board members.
“The vet practice helps to pay all
of our salaries and then we use
our free time to work with the
horses,” Dr. H said.
Allie De Pagter, office manager
at Pegasus is the rescue manager
for SAVER. She handles the day
to day needs of the horses like SAVER board members Dr. Michael Hutchison, President; Allie De Pagter, Rescue
feeding, cleaning and nutrition.
Manager; Amanda Gilliland, Social Media
She’s responsible for coming up Director; and De Johnson, Board member
with plans for the rescues as they
come in. De Pagter has a background in wildlife rescue. De Pagter said it’s most
rewarding when horses “come in looking awful or they have behavioral issues and
are able to work through that and get to the root of the problem and fix it. We
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send them home with somebody who really
understands and appreciates them.”
To help pay for expenses like medical
procedures and vaccines, lectures are done
around town, rehabilitated horses are sold
for a reasonable fee and the euthanasia
fee instead becomes the adoption fee.
Donations are also collected.
“Let’s say that somebody wants to give us
a horse to help. We ask that they pay the
cost of the euthanasia – [now] the adoption
fee of $300. Then we take the horse and
we vaccinate them, we float their teeth, do
whatever else needs to be done to get them so that they can be re-homed,” Dr. H
said.
Rescue manager Allie De Pagter
gets her horse Magic to smile.
Archer, a rescue who was adopted
by De Pagter’s husband, looks on.

“A good home is a big concern – it’s their willingness to provide a good home,
provide love, provide care, clean after them,” Dr. H said. Every horse that is adopted
out by SAVER is checked at its new home after one
month, six months and one year before ownership is
signed over. At those visits Dr. H checks the horse’s
weight and basic standards and measures of care to
ensure that the placement is a safe and healthy fit.
“It’s not insistent that they use us as a veterinarian,
it’s just insistent that they have veterinarian care, that
they have had vaccines, that they have had care
within that year, that they have demonstrated ability
to care for them,” Dr. H said.
The first official adoption for SAVER was January
Java was the first SAVER
2018. Dr. H recalls that the process happened
horse to be adopted.
“organically”. The owners were going to euthanize Portrait painted by rescue
manager Allie De Pagter
her because she was potentially aggressive with
their child who rode her. Instead, the horse went through the three R’s. SAVER renamed her Java because she was a little hot. Java needed a bit more care, so after
two to three months, she was sent to a trainer. It was there that she found her forever
family and was subsequently adopted.
“Sometimes it takes a lot for people to donate horses. For them to let them go
means ‘I wasn’t a perfect person.’ There are some that insist that they [the horses]
be euthanized. Because if they are euthanized, it means that the horse was so bad
that nobody else could fix them, that they were the best home that the horse ever
had,” Dr. H explained.
“It is a selfless act to for these people to be able to give them up. This is why the
anonymity part is so important. I have a lot of respect for the people who are strong
enough to do it,” Dr. H said.
For more information or if you would like to donate or volunteer, go to: www.
SAVER-org.com
You can find SAVER on Facebook at Southern Arizona Veterinary Equine

IN THE BARN

All the Horses on this page are available for adoption now.
If you are interested in meeting any of these adorable friends,
please call the rescue group listed with the picture.

DELTA AND DREAMCATCHER

We are a mother and son team rescued from a local
rancher who was going to send us to auction. Equine
Voices saved our lives in 2011. We really prefer to be
adopted together. I, Delta, am a beautiful Arabian-cross
bay mare, approximately 18 years young. My handsome
son Dreamcatcher is 10 years old and stands 15 hands
high. We are both very friendly, curious and really enjoy
a great back scratch! We are hoping to find our forever
home! Please contact Equine Voices Rescue & Sanctuary
at 520-398-2814 or visit www.equinevoices.org for more
information on how to adopt us!

ROCKSTAR

Young gelding. Has been under saddle several times.
Currently in foster in Wittman, AZ. He would need
an experienced handler or an owner with a natural
horsemanship trainer. Adoption fee $750. For more
information, email adoptionmgr@wildhorse.org

ZIP

SPONSORS NEEDED FOR MAMMAS AND FOULS.

We are not offering them up for adoption. Sponsorship
starts at $15 per month. Please visit wildhorse.org

Young gelding. He is very sweet, handsome and tall.
He had surgery on his right eye and cannot see on that
side. Zips needs an experienced handler or adopter with
a Natural Horsemanship Trainer. He will need to wear a
bumper guard to protect his right eye. Adoption Fee $750.
For more information, email adoptionmgr@wildhorse.org

Providing Compassionate Care For Dog, Cats,
Horses And Livestock For Over 30 Years!
520.546.8387 • adobevetcenter.com
8300 E. Tanque Verde Rd. Tucson, AZ 85749
The Tucson Dog thanks Adobe Veterinary Center, our exclusive sponsor of In the Barn.
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Andy’s Antics: Funny Photos From Our Readers
If you would like to share your fun photos of your four-legged friends,
please email photo with caption to andy@thetucsondog.com

ANDY
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Isabella taking a nap
by the fire.

The Edgin Pack waiting
for Dad to come home

Marley’s ready to
cowboy up!

Ay, Chihuahua
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Compost Digger, Wendi
Sandy, having a
bad hair day

Sheesha says,
"Napping is su
ch hard work
!"

Hosting from
10a-12:30p
Larry Mac from
96.1 KLPX

Hosting from
12p-4p
Meredith from
94.9 MIXfm

THE GREGORY SCHOOL • 3231 N CRAYCOFT ROAD, TUCSON
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27th, 2019 • 10a-4p • FREE EVENT

LOTS OF LOVABLE DOGS FOR ADOPTION
from area shelter and rescue groups

• Lots of lovable dogs
for adoption.
• Contests, Demos
and Prizes
• Many vendors and booths

GOING ON ALL DAY:

• Kids Zone:
• Lots of dog games:
Face Painting, Balloon
Sniff or Treat, Agility with Top
Twisters, games and prizes.
Dog Training, kiddie pools
and more!
• Several Area Food Trucks

LOW COST VACCINATION & MICRO-CHIP CLINIC
Contests
&
Prizes

Details coming soon.

For more information including vendor booths, call (520) 345-2801

Fun
for
Everyone

HELP FILL CODY’S FRIENDS
DONATION BOOTH.

Bring Cat/dog food, pet supplies, sweaters and blankets

www.thetucsondog.com
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APARTMENT HOMES/CONDOS

PET URINE & ODOR CONTROL

Alegria Apartment Homes
520 West Prince Rd., Tucson
(520) 888-0709

Dr. Clean Home Care
(520) 245-3284
TheKingofFloorCare.com
Mold/Mildew/Urine/Sewage/
Smoke/Fire/Floor/
Aerial Dispersement

Arches at Oracle
5921 North Oracle Rd., Tucson
(866) 741-7124

PET STAIN REMOVAL

Canyons at Linda Vista
9750 N. Oracle Rd., Oro Valley
(520) 812-7887
Colonia & Hacienda Del Rio Apts.
4545 N. Via Entrada, Tucson
(520) 299-5805
coloniahacienda@
mgproperties.com
Perfectly placed next to the River Walk
Overlook at Pantano
1800 South Pantano Road, Tucson
(520) 908-6189
Quail Ridge
4500 East Sunrise Drive, Tucson
(520) 299-2820

BED & BREAKFAST
Bed and Bagels
(520) 603-2912
Pet friendly eastside B&B.
Any number, size, or breed!
www.bedandbagels.com
Sharon@bedandbagels.com
Seeking Asst. Free rent in
exchange for chores.
HOTELS/MOTELS
Staybridge Suites Tucson Airport
2705 East Executive Drive, Tucson,
855-838-6692
La Quinta Inn Tucson - East
6404 East Broadway
Tucson, AZ 85710
(520) 747-1414
Doubletree Hotel Tucson-Reid Park
445 S. Alvernon Way
Tucson, AZ 85711
520-881-4200

Westward Look Resort
245 E. Ina Road
Tucson, AZ 85704
520-297-1151
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Oro Valley Carpet Cleaners
(520) 331-7777
Orovalleycarpetcleaners.com
Cleaning Experts, Pet Stain
Removal. Paws-itively Paw-fect
or no charge!

Commoner & Co.
6960 E Sunrise Dr., Tucson
(520)257-1177
Cup It Up American Grill
1101 N. Wilmot Rd., Tucson
(520) 882-5550
Eclectic Café
7053 Tanque Verde, Tucson
(520) 885-2842
Eclecticcafetucson.com
Shaded dog friendly patio
Serving Tucson for 37 years

PET SUPPLIES

Frog & Firkin
874 E. University Blvd., Tucson
(520) 623-7505
Free Dog Bowl for your Pals

Desert Pet
4810 E 22nd Street, Tucson
(520) 745-5158

La Cocina
201 N. Court Ave., Tucson
(520)365-3053

REAL ESTATE

Mutt’s Premium Hot Dogs & Sausages
806 E. University Blvd., Tucson
(520) 529-7277

Long Realty/Dennis McCarthy
8540 N. Oracle Rd.
Oro Valley, AZ 85704
(847) 370-0190
dmccarthy@longrealty.com

Rillito Village
3700 North 1st Avenue, Tucson
(520) 293-1040

Lowes Ventana Canyon Resort
7000 N. Resort Drive
Tucson, AZ 85750
520-299-2020

Whether we are looking for a new place to live, traveling or going out for
some coffee or something to eat, many of us want to take our dogs along.
Below are businesses that welcome our four-legged friends. Please thank them for
allowing our “best friends” to come along and tell them you saw it in The Tucson Dog!

Tierra Antiqua Realty
Amiee Alvira
(520) 834-7738
7423 E Tangue Verde Rd., Tucson
amieealvira@tierraantiqua.com
RESTAURANTS
5 Points Market & Restaurant
756 S Stone Ave, Tucson
(520)623-3888
Baja Café
7002 E Broadway Blvd., Tucson
(520) 495-4772
Bajacafetucson.com
Get your Baja on!
The best meals in Tucson
Baja Café
2970 N. Campbell Ave., Tucson
(520)344-7369
Bajacafetucson.com
Get your Baja on!
The best meals in Tucson
Baja Café
3930 W Ina. Ste. 322, Tucson
(520)989-9156
Bajacafetucson.com
Get your Baja on!
The best meals in Tucson
Beyond Bread
3026 N. Campbell Ave., Tucson
421 W. Ina Rd., Tucson
(520)461-1111
6260 E. Speedway Blvd., Tucson
(520)747-7477
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Piazza Gavi
5415 N. Kolb Rd.
Tucson, AZ  85718
(520) 577-1099
Best Italian Food! Dog-friendly
patio, though humans must be
kept on a leash
gavicucina.com
Poco & Mom’s Cantina
7000 E. Tanque Verde Rd., Tucson
(520)296-9759
Prep & Pastry
3073 N. Campbell Ave., Tucson
(520)326-7737
6450 E Grant Rd., Tucson
(520) 838-0809
The Canyon’s Crown
6958 E. Tanque Verde Rd., Tucson
(520)885-8277
The Fix
943 E. University Blvd., Tucson
(520)305-4493
Thunder Canyon Brewery
220 E Broadway Blvd., Tucson
(520)396-3480
7401 N La Cholla Blvd., Tucson
(520) 797-2652
Wild Garlic Grill
2530 N. 1st Ave., Tucson
(520)206-0017
Zona 78
7301 E. Tanque Verde Rd., Tucson
(520) 296-7878

SENIOR LIVING
Broadway Proper
7680 E. Broadway, Tucson
(520) 296-3238
La Posada at Park Centre, Inc.
350 E. Morningside Rd,
Green Valley (520) 648-7916
SHOPPING
Benjamin Supply
440 N. 7th Ave., Tucson
(520)777-7000
Decorative Fixtures for your Kitchen & Bath
Pet Friendly Showroom
Garage Sale Clearance Center
8300 S. Nogales Hwy., Tucson
(520) 256-1768
Garagesaleclearancecenter.com
Mention the Tucson Dog &
get 20% off
Speedway Antique Mall
5045 E Speedway Blvd., Tucson
(520) 327-1200
Antique, Vintage, and
Consignment Store
speedwayantiquemall.com
THRIFT STORE SHOPPING TO
BENEFIT ANIMALS
The Animal League
of Green Valley
The Attic Thrift Store
1600 W. Duval Mine Road
(Located next to the kennels)
Green Valley, AZ  85614
Open from 9a-2p 7 days a week
Donations Welcome
Equine Voices Rescue & Sanctuary
Gulliver & Friends Boutique & Thrift
6 Camino Otero, Tubac, AZ
(520) 398-2814
Humane Society
of Southern Arizona
Pawsh at Park Place
5870 E. Broadway Blvd.
(520) 881-7406
Thrift Store on Speedway
5311 E. Speedway Blvd.
(520) 327-0010
Best In Show Thrift Boutique
408 N. 4th Ave.
(520) 882-3016
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golden-retriever.org
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adobevetcenter.com
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Allegratucsonaz.com
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suzeaa32@live.com
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saleeventkit.com
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Happy 4th
of July from
the Tucson Dog
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